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ABSTRACT 

The presence of a relat between the ingest 

of fie 1 food co a change the 

and/or duration of selected behaviours that are 

representative of the hyperactive behaviour syndromewas 

experimentally investigated. Two six-year-old boys 

referred to the psychological service as manifest! 

disrupt behavioural excesses, participated in the 

project. The experimental design was a variation of the 

ABAB design with double-blind conditions. Observations 

were made in the school setting by trained observers, on 

"Out of Seat", "On Task" and "Physically Aggressive" 

behaviours. In the home parents collected data on 

"Verbal Refusal", "Physical Aggression", "Duration of Sleep" 

and "Latency of Falling Asleep". The results did not 

indicate any consistent change in the observed behaviours 

that could be attributed to the removal of natural 

salicylates and artificial food colours from the diet, nor 

any corresponding change when tartrazine was introduced 

during the challenge phases. The results also fail to 

show a close relationship between teachers and parents 

observations of related behaviour measures. 
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This study expahds the school based research of 
Rose (1978) .. 

The Feingold hypothesis ( ingold 1975) arose 

t 

n 

from wo with aspirin sensitive patients. Friedman 
~ited in Feingold 1973) links hyperact ty with the 
ingestion of low molecular weight chemicals, particul y 
artificial food colouring agents, food additives and 
salicylates. 

Williams and Cram (1978) in their critical review 
of the research literature identify three main periods 
in the study of the causes and treatment of hyperkinesis. 
Prior to World War II the focus was on brain damage. 
Between World War II and 1970 this focus shifted to 
minimal brain dysfunction and the widespread use of 
sti:nulant medication in treating hyperactive ,children. 
Since that tim~ there· have been numerous concerns and 
criticisms expressed about the continuing long term 
prescription of stimulant medication for children. 

Since Heinrich Hoffmaun's 1945 description of 
"hyperactivity, impulsivity, distractability and 
excitability" (cited in Myers and Pless 1976) there has 
been a continuing debate in the literature focused on 
diagnosis and definition. Failure to define the basic 
terminology has led to a plethora of labels.. "The 
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hype inet ndrome; · hype inet learni disorder" 

(Cook and Woodhill 1975) ract ity" (Hi le Pr t 

1978) and "hyperkinet lse disorder, cerebral 

dysfunct 
' 

development lexia, and n brain 

dysfunct n have been variously noted or used by Levine, ' 
and Liden (1976), Rose (1978), Cook and Woodhill (1976) 

Myers and Pless (1976). 
'I 

It is not the present authors intention to embark in 

any depth on a definitive review of this nomenclature.· The 

problems of defin ion are reviewed by Myers and Pless (1976) 

and Lock (1975), while the crosscultural discrepancies in 

prevalence figures are discussed by Levine and Liden (1976), 

who question the whole field of hyperkinetic research by 

asking whether in fact it is a "problem of style rather than 

a disease of a child who is difficult to manage but highly 

exploratory and purposeful?", ( p 146) .. 

Williams and Cram (1978) note two conceptual problems 

which persist in defining hyperkinesis. The absence of norms 

against which hyperactive children can be judged being the 

first and the failure of hyperactivity as a disease entity 

to fulfil the two critical requirements to be a syndrome,. 

i.e, that the symptoms form a unitary cluster and that they 

have common etiological factors. 

Conners (1970) attempted to determine whether factor 

analytically defined symptom clusters obtained from parent 

ratings of symptomatology could serve to distinguish 

psychiatric outpat nts from normal children and whether such 

factors discriminate between clinically defined neurotic and 

hyperkinetic children. This research shows that the two 

groups significantly differ on the 24 variables. 

(F = 4.26 p<.001; df 24, 2?6.) 
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From is rela rese rs, tte, 

Sou and is ( 76) deve 

rati scales to be fill out by nts rs .. The 

teacher sc e is a 3 tern list of common avioural 

ems found in school age children. The parent scale is 

a 93-item symptom list cove ng a wide variety of behav 1 

reactions in chi ren. A 10-item sub-scale, the A.S.Q. 

(Abbreviated Symptom Questionnaire) or "Hyperkinesis Index" 

was developed and widely used in the literature on hyper

kinesis. While cautioning against its use as a diagnost 

tool Conners et al (1976) note that a "cut-off score of 15 

on the 10-item scale is an efficient discriminator between 

diagnosed patients and ·classroom controls" .. ( p 155) .. 

Lock (1975) claims that the hyperkinetic syndromeis 

characterised by a "chronic, sustained, excessive level of 

motor activity relative to the age of the child, accompanied 

by short attention span, impulsive behaviour or explosive 

outburst", a claim contested by Brulle, Barton, and Repp, 

(note 1), who note that data from their pilot study "indicate 

that the label "hyper.?ctive" may actually be applied to 

persons as a result of their on-and off task behaviours, 

rather than to those with high numbers of behavioural changes". 

This shift of focus has also been noted by Sobotka 

(1978) who while quoting the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual 

of the American Psychiatric Association which defines "hyper

kinetic reaction of childhood" as "characterised by over

activity, restlessness, distractability, and short attention 

span especially in young children", notes that "recently the 

emphasis has shifted from a consideration of hyperactivity 

or gross motor activity per se to a consideration of an 
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attentional def it as k component of the disorder", 
(p 165) .. 

ved et logy of sy rome has a determini 
effect on the nature of the diagnosis. In uit of a 
genet 

/ amilial etiology Shekim, Dekirmenjian and 
Chapel (1978) suggest at two subgroups of hyper-
activity, "genetically determined" and "damage" groups 
can be identified biochemically by ne electron-capture-
gas liquid chromatography following the administration of 
dextroamphetamine. 

Suggested etiologies reflect the confusion that 
abounds in the area of diagnosis. The list includes 
refined· sugar, hyperglycemia, fluorescent lighting, 
tight underwear, and undiscovered organic illness. 
(Kolata, 1978.) Safer and Allen (cited in Sobotka 1978) 
add psychological, sociological and environmental causes 
to the list .. 

Lock (1975) discounts the early single factor brain 
damage ~xplanation. 

The recent development of the concept of neuromodulation, 
arising from the discovery of a number of compounds which 
are important in general communication between nerve cells 
but which act not in a trans-synaptic fashion but in a 
hormonal-like manner (Barchas, Akil, Elliott, Holman, and 
Watson 1978) adds support to the numerous biological and 
metabolic etiological hypotheses. In a review of the 
literature of the relat nship between serotonin 
metabolism and M.B.D. Shaywitz, Cohen and Shaywitz (1978) 
note that "the majority of investigations do not appear 
to support such an association." (p 181.) 
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With much research the " precedes the thesis 
of "cause" a is arac ses e development of 
"food additive" et logical hypo esis.. Fei d observed 
the structu 

He hypothesi 

s larity between salicylates and as 

that hyperkinesis was a symptom of 
salicylate intolerance in genetically predisposed 
individuals. Through a series of anecdotal accounts of 
patient symptom remission Feingold (1975) oeveloped his 
theory on the treatment and prevention of hyperkinesis 
through diet. 

n .. 

Since 1937 when Bradley (cited in Shaywitz, et al 1978) 
first noted the ameliorating effect of amphetamine on 
hyperactive children, armocological treatment of 
hyperactivity by anti-depressant and stimulant drugs, 
particularly L-amphetamine, D-amphetamine, methylphenidate, 
phenothiazines,halope dol and methylphenidate hyprecloride 
(Ritalin) has proved the most effective of our treatment 
tools. (Williams, Cram, Tausig, and Webster, 1978). 

The rationale behind this paradoxical effect remains 
unclear. Lock~(1975) notes that some theories imply that 
hyperactive children "have insufficient inhibitory controls 
over motor outflow and sensory input to their brains, 
resulting in flooding by sensory signals from within and 
without which trigger continuous responses.'' (p 123.) 

Friebergs and Douglas (cited in Hastings and Barkley 
1978) proposed that "hyperactive children are overaroused 
in central nervous system functioning which accounts for 
their excessive levels of activity and inattentiveness" 
(p 414). Here the stimulant medication is seen as 



Has 

~xgument 
___) 

6 

) 

so been proposed, 

s. 

1, sen 

counter 

children are "underaroused central nervous system 
functioning and their level of ac is viewed 
as s seeking 11

• 

Cautionary notes have been sounded by Williams, 
Cram, Tausig and Webster (1978), Cook Woodhill ( 76), 
Williams and Cram ( 78) and Sleater, Von Neumann, and 
Sprague ( ) raising issues about physiological and 
psychological effects long-term drug dependency, 
toxicity and the emotional handicaps related to their 
use. Research by Safer and len (1973) suggests that 
the regular intake of stimulant medication can supress 
weight gain by hyperactive children. 

The timely arrival of the Feingold hypothesis 
coinciding with a groundswell of "physiophill (Levine 
and Liden 1976) embraced with fervent enthusiasm by the 

-anti-medication lobby has prompted a setting which Williams ' 
and Cram (1978) cynically describe as a "three-ring arena 
involving the medical profession, the schools, and the 
home, wi critics watching on and commenting on the show". 

24 

The debates over the Feingo hypothesis were 
neither scientific nor professional. Werry, ( 1976) , 
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att s i ld as a ssi p Piper" 

1 ens ingo Fad" to a menaci tive cloud 

sl y but surely lfi tral ", (p 282) .. 

the results a study fai to support ingolds 

his reply took the form of accus ion a i 

that the research was ''100 percent industry", (p 516) and 
. that the children cheated on their diets when they were 

at school, Kolata, (1978). While this level of debate is 

entertaining and provides some light rel f from the 

general tedium of scientific reporting it qdds little to 

the store of human knowledge. 

As a result of increasing crit ism, Feingold has 

revised his diet somewhat.. "Now artificial additives 

including preservatives are the major emphasis while the 

possible role of salicylates in hyperkinesis receive less 

attention." (Stare, Whelan, and Sheridan 1980, p 522). 

This shift will necessitate a similar shift in the 

rationale for the dief~ function. The initial concept of 

salycilates having a depress~ effect on the cortical 

inhibitory process and their elimination a_llowing the 

child to regain control of incoming stimulation and 

out-going motor activity may have lost its last tenuo~s 

hold on the hypothesis that supported both the dietary 

management concept and the stimulant medication process. 

It comes as no great surprise to find that given the 

lack of consensus manifest in the etiological, diagnostic 

and treatment hypothesis that attend hyperkinetic 

syndrome that there is a similar lack of consensus 

concerning prognosis. 
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The traditional ben n prognosis promoted by S 

and Olds ( 1970) t hyperactive children grow into energet 

~ut-goi e who succeed in r careers s te 

poor performance in school has been allenged more recently 
by Huessy, and Cohen, (1976) .. As a result of their seven 
year follow-up study of 501 pupils they conclude that there 
is "increasing evidence that supports our finding that 
hyperactive children do not necessarily ''out-grow" their 
symptoms".. Children identified as hyperkinetic after the 
secohd grade were more likely than a control population to 
develop academic and disciplinary problems in early 
adolescence. Huessy and Cohen (1976) claim that these 
results are consistent with the results of ~revious studies, 
citing Minde, Lewin and Weiss (1971) who note emotional 
immaturity, inability to maintain goals and low self-esteem 
as characteristic of the adolescent hyperactive. 

As Huessy and Cohen (1976) state, "even more alarming 
is the accumulating evidence that the hyperkinetic child 
syndrome is associated with various psychiatric distrubances 
of 9dulthood", (p 8). This evidence however demands 
critical examination. 

The study by Morris, Escoll and Wexler (cited in 
Huessy and Cohen 1976) was published in 1972. It was a 
20 to 30 year follow-up of hospitalized children. Ignoring 
the problem of finding a control group for this hospitalized 
population, the diagnosis for some of these subjects was 
made some time before 1942. The validity of that diagnosis 
must at best be questionable. 



.. 
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The result of· reassessment cla to 

fifth were well", one s th were 

remai di a trum of psychopatho .. 

that one 

the 

The 

diagnosis was made on the basis symptoms t " of 
nimal brain dysfu t The extrapolation from here to 

the positive identification of hyperact ty cannot be 

credibly maintained. 

Robins (cited in Huessy and Cohen 1976) was published in 
1966 and is a 30 year follow-up of 524 child guidance clinic 
patients, "some of whom were most 1 ly hyperkinetic", (p 8) .. 

It is difficult to take seriously an attempt to use the 
outcome data from a group of patients diagnosed in 1936 of 
whom an unspecified number may possibly have been hyperactive 
as evidence of the poor prognosis of hyperactivity. 

This research has also come under the close scrutiny of 
Myers and Pless (1976). They caution that the results of 
the study may have been confounded by a self-fulfilling 
prophecy)citing the work of Rosenthal and Jacobson (1968) 
and reiterate the need for greater precision in diagnosis. 

Feingold (1974) admits that there is confusion as to 
the depth of the problem of hyperactivity, quoting prevalence 
figures of between 4 and 25% of the school population. 
Shaywitz, Cohen and Shgywitz, (1978) identify the narrower 
band of 5 to 10% of the school age population as hyperactive. 
Lock (1975) notes that child psychiatrists in Washington 
labelled 40% of the children they saw as hyperkinetic and 
quotes a survey of mothers, 50% of whom claim to have hyper
active children. Wender 1971 (cited in Sobotka 1978) more 
cautiously notes that prevalence is dependent on diagnostic 



criteria citi 3% to 10% as accept e est ates, an n 

sh by Sleator, n Neumann a (19 ). 

ingold's contention is at a significant percen e 

of children hyperkinesis, 0%, dis a dramat 

improvement when they are aced on a d t that excludes all 

food items containing artificial colours and flavours and 
certain fruits and vegetables." Sobotka (1978). In his 
review of the experimental literature Sobotka identifies 
the variables, beyond the elimination of artificial colours 
and flavours, that are involved in the implementation of 

such a diet as:-

1) Nutritional change 

2) Altered social interactions of the family 

3) Placebo response 

4) Incidental altered intake of food chemicals other than artificial flavours and colours 

He also defines the variables that must be accounted for in 
any attempt to test the Feingold hypothesis. There are:-
1) A placebo control treatment 

2) A double-blind 

3) Random assignment of subjects 

4) Standardized evaluation of proven validity and reliability. 
5) Dietary records 

6) Appropriate statistics 

Cook and Woodhill (1977) attempted an evaluation of 
the Feingold hypothesis employing 15 children. Subject 

selection was based on the clinical judgment of a child 

psychiatrist and objective ratings were not used. In this 
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study re was no blind as to the 

d a s ra the ilds 

continuum of qui n, fai 

this experiment f led meet even 

experimental standard~ the conclus 

lementat n of 

status on the 

no cha 

most n 1 

based on the 

mothers who were certain that a positive change had 

taken ace can only lend tentative support to the 

hypothesis .. 

ndle and Preist (1978) selected 10 subjects on 

the basis of:-

1) Hyperactivity 

2) Short attention span 

3) Distractability 

4) Impulsivity 

5) Clumsiness 

6) Speech and language problems 

:n Perceptual problems 

8) Soft signs on neurological examination 

Assessment of response was based on parents and teach~rs 

reports and on clinical judgement. 

The rating scale was however heavily positively 

skewed being Excellent, Good, Moderate, None, Worse; three 

positive to one negative category. The results were 

possibly contaminated by the late relin~uishment of a 

previous pharmacological treatment the 26% spontaneous 

recovery rate after the withdraw! from pharmacological 

intervention noted by Sleator, Von Neumann and Sprague 

(1974) being completely ignored. This research also fails 

to meet minimal experimental requirements being basically 

clinical and anecdotal in nature. However, a number of 

more tightly controlled studies have appeared. These 
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fall into two generat The d tary cross-over 
and the chal nge series. In the cross-over d g 

which employs d t a acebo t, 

children are assigned to one or other condi 

crossed over the other diet. placebo response 

and altered social interaction are in this way controlled 
for. The benefit of the Feingold diet as a total regime, 
could thus be evaluated. is design while representing 
a marked improvement on the previous studies fails to 

separate out the influence of nutritional change and 

altered intake of food chemicals. 

Connors, Goyette, Southwick, Lees and Andrulonis 
(1976) presented iuch a study. 

The 15 subjects completing the experiment had been 

selected on the following criteria:-

1) Between 6 and 12 years of age. 

2) Low-normal or high IQ 

3) Child psychiatrists clinical judgement 

4) Parent and teacher rating scales 

5) Two years ~ manifesting hyperactive symptoms 

The chiidren were randomly assigned to either the 

control or the experimental diet condition. Parents and 
teachers observed the children and filled in a rating 

scale weekly for four weeks. The parents and teachers 

were blind to the diet conditions. The children were 

then put on the alternative diet for a similar period 

and ratings continued. 

Their findings suggest a statistically significant 
difference between baseline and Feingold diet conditions 
but not between baseline and control diet. achers note 
a significant difference between the Feingold diet and the 
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control d t but this was not supported by parent rati 
However, an interaction effect between the two d ts was 
noted since a reduct of rkinetic behaviours occurred 
only when the Fei d d t followed the control diet. 

Harley, Ray, Tomasi, Eichman, Matthews, Chun, Cleeland 
and Traisman (1978) carried out a refinement of the above 
research selecting 36 subjects on the basis of:-

1) A score of 15 or greater on the Conners P.T.Q. 

Parent rating. 

2) A score of 15 or greater as rated by ·the teacher .. 

3) Referred to hospital for evalualion of "hyperactivity" .. 
Following a two week baseline period the subjects were 

randomly assigned to either experimental or control diets. 
Medication was stopped two weeks before baseline data was 
collected .. 

Neuropsychological data and laboratory observations 
were obtained. An average of three classroom observations 
per week were obtained for each child by trained observers 
who monitored a control group of other pupils in an effort 
to control for changing classroom activities. A variety 
of classroom settings were sampled and reliabilities· of 
observers recorded. 

All family members were placed on the diet and all 

foods excluded from the diets were removed from the house 
to minimise the chance of dietary infraction. 

The researchers supplied all food for the house 

delivering this weekly. Additional acceptable "treat" 

foods were supplied for special occasions such as visitors 



or bi ays. A number of pseudo-rna pulations were 
made the d s, such as the introduct or exclus 
of.sweet potatoes wh served as distracters to the 
discovery of the blind. 

1) 

2) 

3) 

Classroom observations were made of:-

Attention to task 

Restless motor act ty 

Classroom disruption 

In both the laboratory and classroom settings, while 
the hyperacti~es maintained higher scores than controls 
for the above behaviours, no differences were detected 
that would reflect intervention by either diet. Parent 
rating scales showed the greatest support for the 
hypothesis but improvement was noted in only 1/3 of the 
subjects and this improvement was not supported by obser
vation or teacher rating~. 

The research field was broadened yet further by a 
Drug-Diet cross over study by Williams, Cram, Tausig, and 
Webster (1978). This ~as a double-blind, random 
assigned 2 x ~2 factorial design involving 26 hyperactive 
children. However, as each treatment condition lasted 
only one week the question of suitable drug-diet wash out 
periods is raised. The data collection involved only 
parent and teacher rating scales. 

These researchers conclude that stimulant medications 
were a decidedly more effective treatment than diet. 

The second generation of research can be broadly 
termed challenge experiments. 

Characteristic of this generation is the work of 
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Goyette, Connors, Petti and Curtis ( 78), Harley, 
Matthews and Eichman (1978) and Rose (1978). 

In two experiments Goyette, Connors, Petti and 
Curtis (1978) presented alternating ABAB and BABA 
challenge-placebo materials, in the form of chocolate 
cookies to their subjects. 

The dependent measures included the Connors Parent/ 
Teacher Hyperkinesis Index, a zero input tracking analyzer 
and auxiliary distraction task, and a visual motor tracking 
task with distraction. They claim that their results suggest that the action of the putative offending substances may 
be sudden and time-limited and that the effect of the 
substances may not be detectable using symptomatic rating 
scales with extended observational periods. However, 
insufficient data is reported in their research concerning 
the blind, the nature of the diet, the response to the 
diet, or the nature of their dependent variable measurement 
to allow critical evaluation of their findings. 

Harley, Matthews and Eichman (1978) on the other hand 
clearly outline the diet and their steps to prevent 
infractions. They provided all the food for the family 
and after a four-week baseline interval their nine experi
mental subjects were administered challenge and placebo 
material with multiple cross-overs during the nine week 
experimental phase of the project. The challenge food 
came in two forms, cookies and candy bars. These materials were developed by the Nutrition Foundation and tested by 
the Quaker Research Laboratores. 
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dependent variables were measured by:-
1) The Conners 

completed by 

item 

s 

t 

teacher .. 
2) week classroom observation by trai 

The behaviour categories were as lows; 
a) Deviant behaviour 

b) Gross Motor Activity 

c) Nonwork 

d) Disturbing Behaviour 

e) Isolation 

f) on:...and off task activity 

ire, 

observers .. 

The authors of this tightly controlled research state 
that their results do not provide confirmatory experimental 
data for the Feingold hypothesis. 

The research of Rapp (1979) represents a further 
dimension in the challenge generation of experiments. 
Unlike the preceeding ingestive challenge experiments 
Rapp employed the provocative intradermal titration 
method; dilutions of food extracts being injected 
~intradermally and the resultant skin wheal was measured. 
While opening up an interesting and possibly fruitful line 
of research this study fails to relate the dependent 
variable measure to the main hypothesis of hyperactivity 
and dietary management. 

The challenge study by Levy, Dumbrell, Hobbes, Ryan, 
Wilton and Woodhill (1978) selected 22 children on the 
basis of:-

1) Developmental his~ory of: 

a) Short attention span 
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b) Distract i 

c) lsive ress behav r 

2) The clin 1 judgement of a child psychiatrist 

3) I Q above 80 

4) four and eight years of age 

5) Referred to the Avoca Cli 

The list of dependent variable measures was 

prodigious:-

1) Conners Parent-Teacher Rating Scale 

2) Motility on Sprague Ballistograph chair 

3) Attention on Continuous Performance test 

4) Impulsivity on Draw-a-line slowly test 

5) Perceptual-motor functioning on Motor-accuracy and 

figure-around subtests from the Jean Ayres battery 

of tests 

6) Memory on the auditory sequential memory task from 

the Illinois Test of Psycho-Linguistic ability (I.T.P.A.) 

7) Animal House from Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale 

of Intelligence 

8) Mazes subtest from the W.I.S.C. 

Their results indicate no significant differences in 

the placebo-challenge period for the full sample. No 

significant effect of the challenge biscuits was found. 

The objective tests of motility, attention, memory and 

perceptual-motor performance did not show significant 

improvement with respect to diet or significant deterioration 

with respect to the challenge. One major criticism of 

this work could however be levelled at the validity of 

their measures of the dependent variable. The validity 

of the Draw-a-line slowly test as a measure of Impulsivity 
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is tenuous unless one is in tological business 

defining Impuls ty as a function of ones ability to 

perform to c te on Draw-a-line slowly test. 

Their other measures are 1 ewise open to question. 

Rose (1978) selected two subjects for a challenge 

study and employed three specific, observable behaviours 

characterist of the hyperactive behaviour syndrome as 

measures of. the dependent variable. 

1) On task 

2) Out of Seat 

3) Physical aggression 

The design was a modified B.A.B. being BNCNCN in 

which the B represents ~he Feingold diet with no experimental 

food item, the N represents the Feingold diet with placebo 

food items and the C represents the Feingold diet and 

experimental food item with artificial colour. 

Teacher and parent questionnaireswere also employed. 

Rose's results lend tentative support to the Feingold 

hypothesis but are limited by the small sample size and 

the_poverty of data points. A two point baseline and a 

one point challenge phase make trend analysis impossible. 

The present experiment extends the objective 

observation of behaviour into the home using the parents 

as records, while replicating the school based observations 

of Rose {1978). School based observation is a valuable 

' measure of a childs behavioural performance but in many 

situations beyond research it is not a practical option 

in the evaluation of the diet for a particular client. 

School based observations require trained observers, the 
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permiss of the school controlli autho 

principal teacher and the class teacher. 

present study was desig to evaluate 

efficacy aci the based observat 

with s lar but more easily organised home based obser-

vations in an evaluation of the Feingold hypothesis. If 

the two sets of data reflect similar trends it may be possible 

to obtain the necessary information based on the parental 

observations alone. 

A note of optimism was·sounded by Stevens, Kupst, 

Suran and Schulman (1978) concerning the use of mothers 

as observers of hyperactivity in the home when they found 

a high correlation between mothers ratings and actometer 

scores. 

The Conners Parent/Teacher Rating Scale was also 

used to facilitate comparison with previous research. 

Tartrazine, C1 Food Yellow 4 Colour index number 

19140, F D and C Yellow Number 5, C16 H9 N4 Na3 09 S2 

(Wade 1977) was used as the challenge substance as it has 

been ''investigated extensiv~ly for safety-in-use and on 

this evidence it emerges among the safest of permitted 

food colourings" (Drake 1975, p 26). 

Those behaviours identified by Rose (1978) were 

employed in the school based section of this study and 

one of them "aggression" also employed in the home. 

The remaining two home based behaviours "verbal refusaln 

and "sleep patterns" were chosen after consulation with 

the parents and as a result of indications in the research 
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literature, (Rapp 1979, p 613), (Feingold 74, p 50) and 

(Stewart and ds, 1970, p 170), that these were tative 

of the hyperactive behaviour syndrome. 

The day baseline was an improveme on at provided 

by Rose (1978) and reflects comments by Friedman (cited 

in Feingold 1973), Harley, Matthews and Eichman,(1978), 

Conners, Goyette, Southwick, Lees and Andrulonis,( 1976) , 

Harley, Ray, Tomasi, Eichman, Matthews, Chun, Cleeland 

and Traisman,(1978) and Shekim, Dekirmenjian and Chapel, 

(1978). 
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METHOD 

Subjects: 

Children selected for study to meet the 

foll ng criteria:~ 

1) Between 5 and 10 years of age 

2) Attending school 

3) Previously diagnosed as hyperactive in the clinical 

judgement of a practicion€.1", 

4) Attain a score of 15 or greater on the Abbreviated 

Conners Parent-Teacher Questionnaire. (Appendix ) 

While the Conners P.T.Q. has been de used in 

the literature on hyperkinesis, (Huessy and Cohen, 1976), 
' (Levy, Dumbrell, Hobbes, Ryan, Wilton and Woodhill, 1978), 

their claimed validity and reliability (Conners, Goyette, 

Southwick, Lees and Andrulonis, 1976) has yet to be 

assessed in New Zealand. The caution of the Kolbye Report 

in Cook and Woodhill (1976), that "diagnosis is clearly 

best made by a skilled observer and unfortunately there 

is no single diagnostic test", (p 85), has been noted 

by the.present author, and the questionnaires are not 

used in this article as diagnostic instruments but rather 

as indices of parental and teacher perception of the 

childs changing activity status. 

Two six year old boys who met the criteria and whose 

parents agreed to allow them to participate were 

identified. 

Both had been referred to the psychological service 

by their parents as manifesting disruptive behavioural 

excesses. The boys were described by both parents and 
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"restless, 
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doctors were consulted as to 
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r 
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alternative non-coloured medication that the child may 

need to have prescribed, and reminded of the possible 

salicylate-induced interferences with clinical laboratory 

test results occasioned by their participation. (Drug 

actions and interactions. 1976). The 

problem of possible vitamin deficiency was discussed and 

both doctors and parents alerted to this problem. · In 

the case of subject B the doctor prescribed a daily intake 

of colourless vitamin C in tablet form. 

The recommendation was made that the docto!s medical 

file show that the child was on a diet, and indicated 

the specific nature of that diet. 

Having established the medical suitability of the 

subjects the informed consent of the parents was obtained 

in writing (Appendix ) in accordance with the 

recommendations of the University of Otago, Department of 

Education, Committee on Ethical Standards for research 

with human subjects. 

The children~ informed consent, relevant to 

comprehension, and commitment to the programme was also 

obtained. 
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Materials: 

K-P D t .. 

Copies "Dietary management the hyperkinetic syndrome" 
, (Child sessment Centre, Waikato Hos , 1979 

Appendix , Recipes for Hyperactive Children, 
(Tydeman, A., 1978) and "Why Your Child is Hyperactive" 
(Feingold, 1974), were submitted to the Home Science 
Department of the University of Otago, 

that a comprehensive diet be developed 

th the request 

thin the 

·restrictions outlined by Feingold, (1974) suitable for 
the New Zealand setting. 

A set of 42 daily diet cards were thus produced, 

(Appendix B ) which provided a menu of suggested meals 
that included a variety of foods, and ensured that the 
food eaten was nutritionally adequate. 

Copies of these cards were given to the parents 

along with the "Bas New Zealand Cookbook".. (Gray, 1978 .. ) 
It was suggested that the parents employ these cards but 
strict adherence was not requested. 

The parents were responsible for providing information 
coricerning ·the exact nature of the subjects daily food 
intake on a 1 Diet Record Sheet" (Appendix E ) • 

The independent variable was a biscuit presented to 
the child twice per day from day 14 until day 53. On nine 
days this biscuit contained the challenge chemical 

tartrazine number 5 yellow dye. The biscuit, a standard 
oatmeal mix based on Jea's Cookies (Feingold, 1974, p 187) 
and was the same as that employed by Rose (1978). 



The mental solut u in product of 

the 11 biscuits was obtai by dissol vi r 

grams of powdered ra ne in mls of water. 4.5 

mls this 4% ut were incorporated in the bas 
mix. The production of 150 biscuits from is x allows 
1 .. 2 mg per biscuit. Initially saffron was int.roduced to 
the placebo biscuits to make them indistinguisable in 
colour from the challenge biscuit. Subject A received 
this mixture. When it was discovered that the saffron 

leached from the biscuits,carob powder was employed in 

both placebo and challenge biscuits. Subject B received 
this m~xture. A record was~kept of.the development of 
these biscuits. (Appendix C.) 

The childs daily intake of tartra~ine ?.4 mg 

(approximately) was considerably below that of 7.5 mg 

per kg body weight recommended by the University of 

Florida's Human Subjects Committee (Rose, 1978) and the 
F.A.O./W.H.O. Expert Committee on Food Additives (cited 

in Wade, 1977, p 615). 

Response Definition: 

Eight dependent measures were taken. Six of these 
were specific, observable behaviours selected in consul~ation 
with the parent and teacher. The 24 point check list 
(Appendix 0), (Conners, 1970, p 670-1) was employed as an 
interview prompt. 

School Data Collection: 

The three observable behaviours recorded in the school 
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were essentially the same as those employed by Rose ( ). 

However, due to sli t differences of recordi n 

their operat 1 definit are dif rent. 

1. On Task: 

Subject looking at the relevant assigned task stimulus, 

including all periods not interrupted by a min of 

five seconds of not looking at the task stimulus. 

The unit of measurement for this variable is duration, 

i.e., the number of minutes spent emitting this 

response. 

2. Out-of-Seat: 

Not having posterior on the seat portion of the desk, 

chair, bench or on the designated area of the carpet. 

When standing was directed by the teacher failure to 

be standing as directed was considered to be "Out-of

seat". Frequency of occurrence using a momentary 

~ time-sampling system (Sulzer-Azaroff and MayerJ 1977, 

p 61) was the measure. 

A battery operated audio-bleeper developed by 

North Campus Electronics, University of Otago, 

produced a low frequency bleep every 10 seconds with 

a high frequency bleep each six intervals, i.e., each 

minute. The bleeper had two audio-out put jacks 

which enabled it to be used by the primary observer 

and a secondary reliability observer simultaneously. 

The occurrence of out-of-seat behaviour was noted on 

the bleep at the end of each 10 second period. 
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al Aggress 

Defined as hits, slaps, swipes, k 

scratches directed towa o 

s, tes, or 

unit of 
measurement for this variable was frequency as 
scored by a partial nterval time-sampling system. 
(Sulzer-Azaroff, and Mayer, 1977, p_61). This 
meant that a frequency of one was obtained if any of 
the defined behaviours was observed to occur at 
least once during a 10 second observation interval. 
As the daily classroom observation period was thirty 
minutes in length this rendered 60.ten second 
intervals thus a maximum aggression frequency of 60 
was possible. 

The data were collected during daily continuous 
observations of the children in their normal school 
environment over a period of eight weeks. For Subject A 
this was between 1.30 and 2.00 and usually involved the 
relatively formal and structured maths and printing 
periods. For Subject B the period was between 1.00 and 
1.30 pm but covered the same subjects. In both rooms, 
catering for approximately 30 second year infants, the 
maths period began with a session on the mat at the front 
of the room where the teacher had the children manipulate 
concrete objects and discuss the key ideas to be employed 
that session. This was followed by a period of individual 
work at the childs own desk working either from the black
board or the text book. 

In both rooms the printing period followed the same 
pattern. The teacher directed the childrens attention to 
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examples of correct tten letters and words on the 

blackboa requested that copy these into their 

books .. 

In Subject B's room.more flexability of programming 

was experienced and art, social studies and mus lessons 

were sometimes taken during the observation period. 

Duration measures were recorded on a digital stop 

watch-calculator. The frequency data were recorded by 

tally-marks on a recording sheet that was divided into 

60 rectangles representing the 60,10 second intervals. 

Each of these rectangles was further subdivided into two 

labelled o.s. (out-of-seat) and Ag. (aggression). These 

rectangles wer~ grouped into one minute intervals to 

coincide with the high frequency bleep and these one 

minute grouping further grouped into four minute groups. 

(AppendixE .) 

At the end of each four minutes the cumulative 

duration of 'on-task' behaviour was recorded. This 

procedure facilitated the measurement of observer 

reliabilities .. 

The data were recorded by the primary author four 

days per week. A secondary observer was employed to 

make observations on the fifth day and to make 

reliability observations with the primary author on, 

for subject A four, and for Subject B eight, other 

occasions. 

Rating Scale: 

The Conners Teacher Questionnaire (Appendix D ) was 

completed three times by the teacher being administered 

during the pre-diet, diet and challenge phases of the 
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Home Data Col t 

The three dependant variables recorded in the home 

are operational defined below: 

1.. Aggression 

Defined as incidents of physical assault on others, 

involving hitting, scratching, kicking, biting or 

the use of any"instrument to effect physical harm 

on others. An incident to be recorded was one 

noticed by the mother and terminating in either 

spontaneous cessation for.one minute or intervention, 

verbal or physical by the party being assaulted or 

a third party. This was recorde·d as one incident 

irrespective of duration or intensity. The unit of 

measure was frequency of occu~nce during the three 

hour observation period. 

2. Refusal-

Defined as any verbal refusal on the part of the 

child to comply with any parental demand or request. 

A single incident being determined by the single 

presentation of the demand or request. 

The unit of measure being frequency per three hour 

observation period. 

3. Sleep Pattern 

Two measures were made of sleep patterns, both 

\ 
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durational. 

(a) The durat wakefulness once the child 

gone to bed be 11 asleep, in 

4 hours per ~ight. 

(b) The duration of sleep from falling asleep until 
waking in the morning, ignoring any wakeful 
periods, during the night, in hours and 

minutes per night. 

The data were recorded by the mothers. A cumulative 
recording method was adopted which involved the movement 
of a matchstick, one observed refusal from one ·pocket of 
the mothers normal household tunic to another or a similar 
transference of a paper clip used to measure aggression. 
The total number of matches and paperclips was noted on a 
record sheet (Appendix E) at the end of each day. The 
durations of wakefulness and sleep were also recorded on 
this sheet. 

These data sheets were collected along with the diet 
record sheets weekly. 

On certain days these records were entered on a 
special data sheet (Appendix E ) which divided the three 
hour observation period into ten minute intervals. This 
was done to facilitate reliability measurement. 

Rating Scale: 

The Conners abbreviated Parent-Teacher Questionnaire 
was completed by the mother three times, being administered 
during the pre-diet, diet and challenge phases of the 
study. 



Observer Reliabili 

Observer reli li 
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was computed as the percent of 

agreement occurrence where number of ten second 

time intervals reement of occurrence was divided by 

the tot number of agreements of occurrence plus the total 

number of disagreements of occurrence. (Sulzer-Azaroff 

and Mayer, 1977, p 65). 

For the duration of "on-task" behaviour the total 

times recorded by the two observers for each four minute 

interval were compared. Where there was less than 15 

seconds difference this interval was scored as an agree

ment. The above formula was then applied. 

Of the home based observations it was not practical 

to measure the reliability of the measures concerning 

sleep as this would have necessitated the second observer 

remaining with the family throughout the night. 

However, on five occasions interobserver reliability 

measures of "aggression" and "refusal" were taken in the 

home. 

Procedures 

The procedures for the two subjects varied slightly. 

A modification of the ABAB design was adopted (Huck, 

Cormier, and Bounds, 1974, p 343-350). 
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The design for Subject A was A.B.C.D.C.B. where:

A = pre-diet baseline 

B = K.P .. diet 

C = K.P. diet and placebo biscuit 

D = K.P. diet and challenge biscuit 

The duration of each phase was as follows:

Phase A = day 1 - day 20 

Phase B = day 21 - day 42 

= day 57 - day 63 

Phase C = day 43 day 51 

= day 55 - day 56 

Phase D = day 52 - day 54 

The design for Subject B was A.c.o.c.o.c.o.c. 
A :::: pre-diet baseline 

c :::: K.P. diet ana placebo biscuit 

0 = K.P. diet and challenge biscuit 

The duration of each phase being as follows:-
Phase A :::: day 1 - day 14 

Phase c :::: day 15 - day 27 

= day 31 - day 39 

"" day 43 - day 48 

day 52 - day 53 

Phase = day 28 - day 30 

::::' day 40 - day 42 

= day 49 - day 51 

Double-blind: 

The introduction of the artificial colouring 

where:-
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tartrazine occurred under double-blind conditions in 

wh observers, the child, and his parents, were 

unaware of t introduction. The 

blind condition was obt ned by providi the biscuits 

in consecutively numbered wrappers with only a non

participating resear~h assistant being aware of the 

spec if food items that contained the artificial 

colours. 

Five alternative presentation sequences were given 

to a research assistant and one was chosen at random. 

The biscuits were wrapped accordingly and the code letter 

for that sequence was not disclosed until the data had 

been collected. 

The subjects had two biscuits per day. One at 

breakfast about 7.30 a.m. and one after school at about 

3.30 p.m. 

These presentation times were chosen so as to 

place presentation approximately two to three hours 

before a period of high contact with observers, as this 

period is~reported in the literature (Levy, Dumbrell, 

Hobbes, Ryan, Wilton and Woodhill, 1978) as being the 

possible effect-delay time. 

Before the biscuits were presented to the parents 

seven adults were asked to distinguish between the 

placebo and challenge biscuits. Ten biscuits, five 

challenge and five placebo were presented in random 

order. 

None of the raters selected the challenge biscuits, 

by taste or colour, at a higher rate than could be 
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expec by chance., 

Placebo: 

Continuous recording of neut and challenge biscuit 

presentation served as an index of placebo effect. 
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Reliability: 

acceptable me for collecting inter-observer 

reliability was developed du ng the collection of data 

for Subject A. For this reason inter-observer reliability 
figures are only available for Subject B. Reliability 

checks were carried out on data for eight of the fifty-

three classroom observation periods. Three checks were 

made during baseline, three during the diet and placebo 

phases and two during the challenge phases. 

The percent agreement between observer and experimenter 
for the classroom observation of aggression, out-of-seat 

and on-task behaviour is presented in Table 1. 

TABLE 1 

Consecutive Ag~ression Out-of-Seat On-Task 
School inter- % inter- % inter-

day observer observer observer 
reliability reliability reliability 

2 100 87 100 

8 - 50 89 100 -

9 80 77 62 
15 100 78 75 

21 100 95 87 

32 66 96 87 

33 75 91 75 

35 100 75 86 

mean % inter-
observer 

84 86 80 reliability 
across days 
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The rcent agreement was calculated for each session 

and the mean reliability was calculated across all sess 

The mean inter-observer reliabili for aggressive 

acts was 84% th a range of 50% to 100%, for out-of-seat 

behaviour the mean was 86% with a range of 75% to 96% and 

for on task a mean at 80% with a range of 62% to 100%. 

Home-based reliability measures were taken less 

frequently as there was greater difficulty indroducing 

a second observer into the home without disrupting the 

normal family process. Inter-observer reliability data 

was collected on five occasions in the home. For these 

sessions the three hour observation period was divided 

into eighteen 10 minute periods. Aggression and verbal 

refusal frequencies were observed. 

The mean inter-observer reliability for home refusal 

was 90% with a range of 50% to 100%, while aggressive 

behaviour yielded a mean inter-observer reliability of 

100%. Wide variations here reflecting to some extent 

the low frequency of the behaviour during the observation 

periods. 

School Based Observation: 

The frequencies and durations of the dependent 

variables were analysed by visual inspection of the 

graphic displays. Figure 1 displays the number of 

aggressive acts of both subjects recorded during the 

30 minute observation periods on consecutive school days. 

No discernible increase of aggressive acts can be 

detected during the challenge phases for either subject. 

The supporting dietary record was searched for the 
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poss ility of infract n day 17 for Subject B 

which may be called to account increases noted on 

those days but none was fou 

As can be ~een in figure 2 the number t s 

Subjects A was recorded as "out-of-seat" showed little 

variability through all phases of the research, with no 
increase during the challenge phase. Subject B, however, 
showed great variability, ranging from 6 to 135 observed 
incidents of "out-of-seat" behaviour as defined by the 

parameters of the present research, within a 30 minute 

period. While the initial challenge phase for Subject B 
tends to indicate increased frequency, it must be 

remembered that only one data point from the challenge 

phases extend beyond the top of the range exhibited by 

the diet phases. 

Inspection of the data presented in figure 3 shows 
limited variation for Subject A who produced consistently 
high percentages for "time-on-task" with no decrease 

during the challenge phase. 

Once again the data for Subject B shows a much 

greater range of "on-task" behaviour 32% to 87%. While 
the initial challenge phase appears to indicate a decrease 
of percentage "time-on-task" this tendency is less marked 
on successive challenges. None of the data points of the 
"challenge" phase extends beyond the range exhibited by 
the "diet and placebo" phases. 

The effects of the artificial colours and natural 

salicylates were not consistent and a visual inspection 
of both participants school based data does not indicate 



Figure 2 Frequency of observed out-of-seat 

behaviour for bo subjects during 

observation periods at school. 
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Home-based Data: 
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nitude to warrant further 

Inspection of figure 4 shows that while for subject 

A the challenge phase presents no noti~le difference 

from the variability displayed in all other phases on 

frequency of aggression over the three hour daily 

observation period. The data for subject B presents a 

discernible increase in aggressive acts for each of the 

three challenge phases. This increase was not reflected 

in the school based observations. 

No discernible increase in home based "refusal" was 

noted for either subject during the challenge phase as 

can be seen from figure 5. The data for Subject A shows 

a slight decrease following the introduction of the diet 

but a corresponding increase was not reflected in the 

challenge phase. 

Inspection of figure 6, "Duration of sleep in hours", 

and figure 7, "Latency of falling asleep in minutes" fails 

to reveal any dramatic change in duration during the diet 

phase and no discernible reversal during the challenge 

phases. Further statistical analysis of this data did 

not appear to be warranted. 

The presentation or withdrawal of natural salicylates 

and food colours did not appear to produce any dramatic 

change in this behaviour. 

Both subjects parents responses to the Conners 

Abbreviated Parent-Teacher Questionnaire indicated a 
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Figure 6 Duration of sleep h·ours recorded 
-

at home on consecutive days. for both 

subjects. 
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sl t improvement in the childs behaviour during the 

diet phase as opposed to the pre-d t as can be 

seen in figure 8. They both reported a deteriorat 

on the same rating scale during the challenge phase. 

However, the childrens classroom teachers did not 

reflect this trend on the overall score of the Conners 

Teacher Questionnaire. Teacher ratings of the Group 

Participation sub-scale of the Conners Teacher 

Questionnaire did reflect the parent ratings but 

this was not the case with the "Attitude to Authority" 

sub-scale. 
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DISCUSSION 

data obtained in this project does not support 

a dramatic functional relationsh between the ingest 

of artificial food colours and "out-of-seat", "on-task" 

or "aggressive behaviour" measured at school or "verbal 

refusals", 11 aggression 11 or "sleep patterns" measured at 

home. 

One of the major thrusts of this research concerned 

the suitability of employing home observations as an 

alternative source of data to the school based data 

collection of Rose (1978). If a close similarity between 

these two sources could be observed then it may be 

possible to employ only home observations in the 

evaluation of behavioural change as a result of dietary 

manipulation in the management of hyperactive children. 

The advantage of this would lie in the fact that home 

observation would avoid the necessity of obtaining per

mission of school boards, principals and teachers and 

would be more economic as observers would not have to be 

employed to collect the classroom data. 

However, comparisons between figure 1 and figure 4, 

"Aggressive Behaviour" at home and at school do not 

lend themselves to support the contention that the home 

behaviour reflects the school behaviour. 

Comparisons of Parent and Teacher Rating Scales, 

figure 8, also fail to present a consensus of opinion 

as to the behavioural status of the child at any given 

time. 
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by H ey (cited in Williams and Cram 

at while 13 of the 46 subjects were 

reported by parents as "improved" on 6 were reported 

by teachers to have "improved".. Only 4 of these 6 were 

in the group of 13 identified by parents. Consensus was 

low. 

It would thus appear that further home/school 

comparison studies will have to be made before the 

relationship between these two aspects of the childs 

life can be reliably interpreted. 

Hartmann, Gottman, Jones, dardner, Kazdin and 

Vaught (1980). note that the "usual visual method for the 

analysis of experimental effects may be unreliable when 

the experimental effect is small or otherwise difficult 

to detect" and "when the observations are serially 

dependent". They also note that "the eye has trouble 

distinguishing real behaviour change from random behavioural 

fluctuations when scores are highly variable" (p 544). This 

is the case for Subject A in figure 4 and Subject B in 

figures 2, 3 and 5. 

Hartmann et al (1980) argue that the most suitable 

statistical method for analysing temporally ordered 

scores to determine if an experimental manipulation has 

produced a reliable change in the scores is Interrupted 

Time-series Analysis. They point out that "unlike other 

decision aids, such as visual analysis or analysis of 

variance, I.T.S.A. accommodates serial dependency, a 

factor that often violates assumptions underlying 

traditional statistical models". 
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However, the use of I.T.S.A. is not thout its 

drawbacks. Padia (cited in Hartmann 1980) recommends 

a minimum of 50 baseline and 50 post interventional 

points. Other researchers recomme 

as 100 data points in each phase. 

a as high 

However, in the 

present research 22 points constitutes the largest 

phase and all the challenge phases are represented by 

only three data points. While this is an improvement 

on Rose (1978), in which twelve phases were represented 

by one data point each, it is inadequate to provide 

reliable statistical ·evaluation in cases where the 

change is of a low magnitude. 

Baer (1977) raises the whole question of the 

significance of significance, indicating that statistically 

significant experimental effects need not necessarily be 

useful ef~ects. 

Significant developments overseas in the area of 

tartrazine levels is likely to render further research 

with challenge levels of 1 to 2 mg of dye obsolete. 

Swanson and Kinsbourne (cited in Stare, Whelan and 

Sheridan 1980) employed a challenge food item containing 

26 mg of food colour. Margen, Weis and Williams (cited 

in Stare et al 1980) increased this to 35.6 mg while 

Swanson and Kinsbourne (cited in Stare et al 1980) 

further increased this to 100 mg. This is more than 

a forty fold increase over the challenge level employed 

by the prese~t author. 
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Stare et al (1980) cite an unpublished research 

paper produced by the Food and Drug Administration 

claiming that 27 mg of food colouring is the average 

American child's daily consumption. Thus the use 

100 mg represents nearly four times the average daily 

intake .. 

A prerequisite to further research in New Zealand 

may indeed be a survey of daily.child intakes of food 

colouring in order that challenge food can more 

realistically reflect the levels operating in the 

childs environment. 

It is distinctly possible, especially if hyper

activity is a threshold based reaction to food colours, 

that the levels employed in the present research were 

inadequate to produce the challenge reaction. However, 

this would not explain the failure of the behaviour to 

change on the initial implementation of the diet. It 

would be most suitable if the pre-diet level of food 

colour intake for each child was measured and the 

challenge for each child so calculated as to return, during 

the challenge phase the child to the pre-diet levels, levels 

at which hyperactivity was diagnosed. However, while 

manufacturers continue to with-hold, often as "family 

secrets" the levels of -dye in their foods, such research 

is going to prove prohibitively expensive and inordinately 

time consuming as every product eaten by the children 

would have to be individually analysed for each of the 

possible dyes and additives. A further major problem 

facing continued research in New Zealand is that of 



funding. A recent study in America by Harley (cited in 

Williams Cram 1978) employing 46 hyperactive boys 

completely replaced the foods in the home to be 

sure they were free of artificial food colours and 

flavours. This research also supplied special foods 

for parties and food at school where necessary. Without 

the backing of major industry this research would be 

difficult to undertake in New Zealand. Industrial 

backing brings with it the accusation of partiality and 

vested interest, particula y when the food processing 

industry i~ footing the bill. 

It was noted on one occasion when beh~vioural 

recordings showed aggression and out-of-seat behaviour 

to be low and on-task behaviour to be high that the 

teacher had spent most of the observation period 

showing the children a film. This was a powerful and 

somewhat novel medium for the children and the assumption 

of more acceptable levels of the target behaviour may 

well. have been due more to the programme than to the 

diet. The nature of the classroom programme needs to be 

taken into account when evaluating the data as daily 

fluctuations may more closely follow motivation, novelty 

and dynamic teaching than the manipulation of the diet. 

It will be obvious to most readers that the 

extremety limited sample size employed in this study 

must preclude the development of definitive statements. 

on hyperactivity and diet. However, this does not 

detract from its intention to indicate a possible 

direction through the use of objective behaviour measures 
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recorded in the home by the parents, for future research. 

The importance of continued research focusing on 

home based observations continues to grow in importance 

as an increasing number of,researchers find it difficult 

to reject the concept that the pre-schooler may be most 

benefited by the implementation of the Feingold diet. 

Harley, Matthews and Eichman (1978) suggest that a small 

sub-set of childrel), "especially those pre-school age, 

may demonstrate hyperkinetic symptoms following the 

ingestion of synthetic food flavours." 

Williams, Cram, Tausig and Webster (1978) note 

that "only pre-school children seem likely to respond 

to the diet under experimental conditions." 

If there is any substance in these claims the 

importance of the further development of objective home-

based behavioural observations seems essential. 

A further problem presents itself to the research,er 

of the Feingold dietary hypothesis. That is the recent 

and continuing revision of the recommendations concerning 

the prohibited items made by Feingold himself. As 

research pushes back the frontiers of confidence in the 

Feingold diet, Feingold has modified the essential 
( 

components and is thus shifting the emphasis and focus 

away from salicylates to antioxidants. If this trend 

continues a definitive list of prohibited chemicals may 

ultimately become as elusive as the diagnostic criteria 

for hyperactivity itself. 
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Appendix 

PAR8NT QUESTIONNAIRE 

NAME: 

ADDRESS: 

AGE: 

DATE OF BIRTH: 

DATE TESTED: 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

A. I ' 

Based on Conners Parent-TeacDer 
Questionnaire Dept. of Health, Education 
& Welfare. Health Services & Mental 
Health Administration. National Institute 
of Mental Health. 

Listed below are items concerning ~hlldren's behaviour or the problems 
they sometimes have. Read each item carefully and de"cide how much you 
think this child h~s been bothered by th~s problem at this time NOT 
AT ALL, JUST A LITTLE, PRETTY MUCH or VERY MUCH. 
Indicate your choice by putting a circle around the number. 
ANSWER ALL ITEMS. 

Not at Just a 
all little 

1. Restless (overactive) 0 1 

2. Excitable, impulsive. 0 1 

3. 'Disturbs other children. 0 1 

4. Fails to finish things he 0 1 
starts (short attention span) 

5. Fidgeting. 0 1 

6. Inattentive, dis tractable. 0 1 

7. Demands must be met 0 1 
immediately; frustrated. 

8. Cries 0 1 

9. Mood changes quickly. 0 1 

10. Temper outbursts. - 0 1 
(explosive & unpredictable -
behaviour). 

Pretty 
much 

2 

2 

2 

2 . 
2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

None Minor Moderate 

How serious a problem do you 0 1 2 
think this child has at thh 
time'? 

I ' 

Very 
much 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

Severe 

3 



Appendix A. 

PARENTAL CONSENT FORM 

Requirements of the Dietary Control Experiment:-

1) That the subject be provided with a salicylate free (K.P.) 
diet for 55 consecutive days. 

2) That observations by the parent or parents be made daily from 
14 days before the commencement of the diet and throughout the 
course of the diet. 

3) That the biscuits be presented to the child in the order that 
appears on the wrapper and that th~ wrapper be retained. 

4) That the subject have a medical examination before and after 
the experimental sessions. 

5) That the parent/parents keep a record of the daily food intake 
of the child, complete rating forms on given days and ~~ep a 
record of food bought on a shopping list. 

6) That the experimenter will supply a full course of diet sheets 
and menus sufficient to run the diet for 56 days. 

7) That the experimenter will make contact with the parents to 
review progress of the diet weekly. 

8) That the experimenter will be available at all reasonable times 
to discuss progress or problems should the parents request 
additional assistance. 

A) Any questions that I have concerning the nature of the experiment 
and my participation have been or will be answered to my 
satisfaction. 

B) I am aware that if any information gained as a result of my 
participation in this experiment is used in a published 
scientific report or any other published form my identity will 
never b~ revealed without my specific written consent. I am 
NOT giving such consent by signing this form. 

C) No information will be presented in such a manner that my 
identity can be inferred. 

D) I may withdraw both my own participation and that of my child 
from any part or all of this agreement at any time. 

I have read and understood this form. 

Date ________________ __ Parent ________________________________ _ 

Date ________________ ___ Primary Investigator 
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I of 
Name Parent/Guardian 

-----------------------------------------Hereby give my 

consent for his/her participation in the Dietary 

Control Research Project described above. I 

acknowledge that any question I have about such 

participation have been answered to my satisfaction 

and that I have a .copy of this agreement. 

Date ______________ __ Signed 



Appendix B. 

DIETARY MANAGEMENT OF THE 

HYPERKINETIC SYNDROME 

FOOD MODIFIED SO THAT DIET IS FREE FROM 

ARTIFICIAL COLOURS AND FLAVOURS 

IN SALICYLATES. 

Child Assessment Centre, 
Waikato Hospital. 

Dietitian: 

Telephone: 81-999 

AND 

Ext. 691 - Dietary Department, 

LOW 

OR Ext. 9732 - Child Assessment Centre. 

I ' 
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THERE ARE TWO GROUPS OF FORBIDDEN FOODS. 

GROUP 1. 

These fruits and vegetables cont!!.in natural salicylates. 

They mus't be ·101nitted in all forms - fresh, frozen, canned, dried, as juice 
or as an ingredient of prepared foods. 

Almonds Boysenberries 
Apricots Gooseberries 
Apples Marion berries 

.Blackberries Raspberries 
Peaches Plums 

Strawberries 
Cherries 
·Currants 
Nectarines 
Prunes 

Tamarilloes 
Kiwi Fruit 
Green Peppers 
Feijoas 

Oranges (but grapefruit, lemons and limes may be used in moderation 
if tolerated). 

Grapes and raisins or any grape product, e.g. wine, wine vinegar, grape jellies, 
sultanas. 

Tomatoes and all tomato products. 

Cucumbers and mixed pickles, 

If the child shows a favourable response to·the diet, after four to six weeks 
the foodsin Group 1 may be slowly re-introduced. 

Try the foods one at a time for three or four days. If no unfavourable 
reaction in the child's behaviour is noted, another food item can be added. 
Proceed in this way until all foods have been tested. Mark those which cause 
a reaction and avoid them in the future. 

GROUP II. 

All foods that contain artificial colour and artificial flavour are forbidden 
PERMANDITLY. Preservatives are not restricted, but some .may not,~ tolerated 
e.g. oil used for frying potato chips. The safest approach is to carefully 
read the labels. Choose foods which state NO ARTIFICIAL COLOUR OR FLAVOUR ADDED. 
If a label states "Flavouring" only, it is usually artificial. 

** All foods marked with an asterisk indicate there are suitable items in that 
category listed in the Foods Allowed Column. 

All information supplied re specific brands has been provided by the individual 
manufacturers_ concerned. \'ie therefore rely on their integrity. 
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FOODS NOT ALLOII'ED. 

BAKED PRODUCTS 

Commercial baked products. 
Cakes, commercial pastry, doughnuts, 
pies. 

Frozen baked goods 

Packaged baking mixes. 

Edmond's CAKE Baking Powder (pink) 

Bought biscuit~ except for those 
allowed (see next column) 

V.EATS 

Commercial cooked sausage meats, 
e.g. bologna, ** Sausages, meat 
pastes. Luncheon sausage, Salami 
sausage, Frankfurters. Cheerios. 
Canned foods containing sausages. 
Canned meat containing vegetables 
& cereals .. Save1oys, PoJonies~ 
l•:eat pies. ColTliilercial hamburgers 
& beefburgers. Cured meats.such as 
ham, bacon & corned meat, may not 
be tolerated - Do not use for first 
4 - 6 weeks. Reintroduce slowly 
and carefully. 

FOODS ALLOII'ED. 

Any product without artificial colour 
or flavour. 
Will probably need to be home-made. . 
Bread, except dried fruit breads. A 
small number of children do not tolerate 
bread, Vogels bread has not caused any 
reactions. 

Alison Holste' Baking l•lix. Flour of 
all kinds. 

Cream of tartar, Cornflour, Bakirig 
Powder, Baking Sodii• · 

Bycroft Butter Crumble biscuits 
" Butter Royal biscuits 
" Water Cracker 
" Wheaten Crispbreads 

Huntly & Palmer•·s Cream Crackers 
" " Digestive biscui is 

Aulsebrooks Cabin Bread 
" Full 0' Fruit (When natural 

salicylate~,are being 
tolerated). 

Cad bury Schweppes Hudson Oat Wafers 
" " " Butter Bran 

Cookies. 
" " Golden Snaps 

" " " Hokey Pokey 
" " " Sultana Pasties 

(when natural 
salicylates are 
being tolerated) 

Griffins - Honey Bran biscuits 
Whole Harvest Crispbread 

"Golden" Crumpets. 

All fresh or frozen meats 
Suitable sausages are available from : 

Nr. Nartin Connolly, ··-'-;.~i:,; 
RicrJnond Butchery, :: ~ c ·~c, 
73 Ohaupo.Rd., Hamilton. .~-'" 

Ph. 435.401. 

For other centres - Butchers may obtain 
special "Spice-0-Kix" free from 
monosodium glutamate from -

D.~:. Dunninghams Ltd, 
2 Hobson St., AUCKLA1~. 1. 
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FOODS NOT ALLOWED. 

~ 
Smoked fish may have "smoke essence" added 
Check-with supplier, Fish fingers may 
have added flavourings generally in the 
form of spices - check labels. 

Silver Crown Salmon. 

POULTRY 

Stuffed poultry. "Kentucky Fried" 
chicken. Commercial barbecued chicken. 
Basting and flavouring mixtures. 

DAIRY PRODUCTS. 

Commercial milk shakes, cheese pastes, 
cheese spreads, Flavoured processed 
cheeses, margarine, 
J:.z. Dairy Col:lpany Cheese Powder. 

Flavoured yoghurts unless specified 
in next column. 

CE.11EALS 

Sanitarium skippy cornflakes, 
~:uesl i, Honey Puffs and Ricies. 
·?:..:.'t::5~' ::3.;:-.e:::i, (';-_> S?c.z~.e"';.t:, ~.'r!~~.;(.·':...i 
n.:...:.·::: "':c..;:.1:.:: a~:.:: ,...::-..::-:::·. ::::'~>:.C. '?e:1~- ~ - suit a lie 
~::-::- -v~: r::f~iJJ.rc:l ;:.;.~ -:1:·2:; ::.re f:·i:c : .. ro:-r:. 
. ~:-:::::.~::..~ ::o~o·..:...::i::-.::- .~_r::2 f}:·.'j,y.;.yir.

0 

:(:;."':.:-~1 t'..l: ~ced. tc "be ~~ied ·..;i:f: c~.:..-..:.·::~·:: 

Tim=u ~;illine Company Prouucts. 

Short pasta 
Diamond l•:acaroni E1 bows &. Alphabets 

I ' 

FOODS ALLOvlED. 

Fresh or frozen fish. 

"Fish Shop" - Fish ancl Chips, but 
check nothing unsuitable is in the 
batter, e.g. yellow food colouring, 
Edmonds Cake Baking Powder (pink). 

Fresh or frozen poultry. Stuff with 
breadcrumbs, onions, chopped bacon 
(after six week period) & fresh herbs 
from garden. 

Milk, s·kim milk, evaporated milk, 
condensed milk, (sweetened & unsweetened) 
lt.ilk powder, dried milk, cream, reduced 
cream, sour cream, butter, cheddar cheese 
cream cheese, cottage cheese, unflavoured 
processed cheese. 

Riverlea Natural yoghurt 
Lo Yo natural yoghurt 
Swiss !~aid llatural yoghurt 
Lo Yo Passionfruit yoghurt 
Swiss Naid Rhubarb yoghurt 

Natural yoghurt - can be mixed with your 
own flavouring, e.g. crushed pineapple, 
mashed banana, berries (if tolerated) 
homemade chocolate syrup, caramel -
see recipes. 

Host plain breakfast cereals are 
suitable. Nal t flavouring is acceptable. 
All brands of weetbix, Vita Brits, 
l:elloggs Cornflakes and Ricebubbles. 
Sanitarium Granola, ;orridce . 
Rice, Sago, ~apioca. 

Timaru l~illing Company Products. 

Long pasta 
Diamond Vermicelli 
Diamond Spaghetti 

Pipe macaroni 
Long Ribbon Egg Noodles 
Wholemeal Spaghetti 
~olerneal Macaroni. 
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FOODS NOT ALWWED. 

DESSERTS 

iHI Ice Cream 

Commercial gelatin puddings, e.g. 
jellies, instant puddings, junket, 
commercial packet puddings. All 
powdered puddings. All dessert mixes. 
Custard powder, including Searneal 
custard. 

CONFECTIONERY 

All manufactured confectionery. 

l\'UTS 

Almonds for first 4 weeks. 

:BEVERAGES. 

Diet drinks, Instunt breakfast drinks. 
Quick-mix powdered drinks. Cordials, 
coffee & chickory essence. 
Soft drinks unless specified in 
next colillnn. 

Tea is a natural salicylate, and it 
can usually be tolerated after 
4 - 6 weeks. 

A list of suitable alcoholic drinks is 
available on request. 

FOODS ALLOWED. 

( Hokey Pokey & Apple Strudel 
~iooloo(Vanilla Ice Cream (available in 

the Waikato area only) 
Apricot Yog I~eblocks (General Foods) 
contain a minute amount of colouring 
and flavouring. They are tolerated by 
some children, but should be tried with 
caution and used only if absolutely 
necessary. 

Homemade Ice cream without artificial 
colours and flavours. 

Homemade gelatin desserts made with 
permitted fruits ·and fruit juices. 
Homemade ice blocks. Homemade custards 
and puddings. See recipes provided. 
':'i; ~c;; ~·1 i-I;~'ty Ti :1-:.:;., 

Homemade sweets without dried fruit and 
almonds. Do not use cocoa in first month 
Potato Chips (plain) 
See recipes provided. 

Nuts. Peanut butter, coconut. 

Homemade lemon, grapefruit or lime juice. 
Co:f:fee,milk. Fruit syrup or cordials, 
labelled "PURE''. Ci tralis grapefruit 
juice. 

Waikato I.Jilk Comoany grapefruit 1icc 
Tinned pineapple JUice 
Innes Schweppes- Products 
Cordials- Schweppes Lemon_juice cordial 

" Lime juice cordial 
Lemon & :Barley cordi 

Carbonated Beverages (soft drinks) 
Schweppes 

" 
" 
" 

lemonade 
sparkling lemon 
tonic water 
-soda water 

Lemon & Paeroa 
Roses' Lime Juice ccriiial. 
Tinned apple juice and Apple & Orange 
juice - when r~tural salicylates are 
being tolerated. 
Cad bury's Cocoa ru1d Nestle's Milo should 
be tolerated by most children. Leave for 
the initial 4 - 6 week period. 
Hnr] evs "Caromal t" .. 

' ' 
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FOODS NOT AU.OWED. 

VEGETABLES. 

Commercial Mint flavoured peas 

Garden mint is tolerated by most 

FRUIT. 

Candied peel or fruit. 

Commercial fruit mince. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

All mint flavoured items. Soy Sauce, ** 
Cider vinegar, wine vinegar. 

Essences & flavourings (artificial). 
All packet spices & herbs are pure 
but the aroma may disturb some children, 
e.g, mustard and curry. 
Flavoured potato chips, 
Commercial sauces, pickles, chutneys, 
cloves. 
Aspirin and Disprin in all forms. 
Toothpaste (use salt dissolved in water 

to clean teeth) - For special tooth
paste see page 6. 

Commercial salad dressing. Granulated 
coloured sugar, e.g. coffee sugar. 
Instant stock. Almond paste and icing. 

Commercial soups, (liquid or powder) 
Jam setting compounds and "~lix & Made" 
products. 
Ice cream cones, 
Grading colours off meat and vegetables. 
Highly perfumed soaps and shampoos, 
conditioners. Perfume, talcum powder, 
shaving creams and lotions. 

Aerosol sprays (deodorant, fly, lavatory, 
hairspray) 
Highly perfumed dishwashing liquids and 
soap powders. Rinse everything well. 

FOODS ALLOWED. 

Dehydrated or dried vegetables. 

Canned or frozen vegetables, 
Fresh vegetables, 

All Watties canned vegetables, 
e.g., creamed corn, asparagus, 
beetroot, etc. 

Raw fruit, canned fruit,· frozen fruit 
~lp and dried fruit off permitted list. 

During first 4 -6 week period the 
following fruits should be tolerated. 

Bananas, pears, pineapple, 
watermelon, rhubarb, dates, 
figs and passionfruit. 

BE CAREFUL OF INDIVIDUAL INTOLERPJICES. 

High mark~ Soy Sauce, D.Y.C. Suya 
Sauce. 
Malt vinegar, but check label to see no 

extra flavouring has been added. 

Greggs Pure Vanilla e~sence. 
PURE spices. e.g. vanilla pods, pure 
~amel, cinnamon sticks. 
Cooking oils and fats. Suet. 

Freshly ground peppercorns. 
Lea & Perrins Worcestershire Sauce. 
Garlic. 

Eggs, Sugar, Golden syrup. Plain 
white icing sugar. Glucose. 
Honey. Vegemite. Marmite. 

Homemade jellies and jams, containing 
natural salicylates can be introduced 
after first 4 - 6 weeks. 
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J.:EDICA TIONS. 

Medications ~ be colourless. 

Your Chemist can provide colourless paracetamol and colourless cou&h 
-mixture. (Paracetamol tablets may be crushed and mixed with honey). 
It is a good idea to buy these as soon as possible so that you have 
them at home when needed. If your Chemist is not sure about dispensing 
colourless medication, he can contact Richard Graney, Chemist, Chartwell 
Square, Hamilton, for advice. 

If your child needs an ar.tibiotic the flavoured syrups usually produce a 
deterioration of behaviour. Sometimes the adult capsules can be used as 
a substitute. In this case they can be opened and the contents mixed with 
honey. YOU MUST CHECK WITH YOUR DOCTOR. 

The following medications are free from colouring and flavour·ing :-

Antihistamines Avil tablets 50mg 
Avilettes 10mg (paediatric dose) 
Chlor-trimeton 4mg 

J.ntibiotics - Bactrim - paediatric tablets 
Septrin paediatric and adult tablets 

Amoxil 
Penbriten 

Capsules can be opened and contents 
mixed with honey. 
The contents of half an adult 250mg capsule 
equals one 125mg paediatric dose. , 

If your child does not tolerate a good variety of fruits and vegetables after 
the initial 4 - 6 week period it will be necessary to supplement tteir diet 
with Vitamin C. 

Glaxo Celin 100mg ·t tablet each day. 
Nyal Vi tam in C UNFLAVOl.JRED, 100mg i tablet each day are both suitable. 

Combantrin SYRUP - Pfizer Laboratories - is suitable for the control 
----- of threadworm. 

Dietitian will advise on Calcium supplementation if necessary. 

TOOTrlPASTE FO~~LA 

Calcium carbonate 
Glycerine 
Sod. Lauryl Sulphate 
Tragacanth powder 
Water to 

Instructions for Use : 

38~ 
2&), 

1.15% 
1 5''1 

1W; 

Available from Richard Graney, 
Chemist, or can be made up 
by your own chemist. 

To prevent cont3lllination of ti1e toothpaste do not put the tooth brush 
into the jar. Use something such as a clean teaspoon to put the paste 
on the brush. 
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS. 

1. Fill in the diet diary sheets for one month, noting down everything 
the child eats. This encourages you to think carefully about the 
food you prepare. 

2. Do not hav:e disallowed foods around the house. Make sure you ha,;e bought 
suitable food (e.g. biscuits, icecrearn, drinks) so that the child still has 
a free choice. The greatest success is observed when the entire family 
adheres to the diet. This should present no special hardship since the 
diet is varied and liberal. 

3. Begin the diet during normal routine (no visitors; at home and not 
away on holiday). This way you will be able to judge fairly any 
behaviour changes. 

4. Be positive in your approach and explanations to your child.' 'Instead 
of telling him all the things he cannot have, concentrate on emphasising 
suitable alternatives. 1Make sure family, neighbours, f;riends and relations 
understand the importance of suitable foods being.available. 

5. Avoid special "diet" words that maJ.:e the child feel different or suggest a 
restriction of the quantity of food. The diet is not a punishment and the 
child must understand it is not his fault he is sensitive to certain food items. 

6. Any fruit or vegetable not on the prohibited list of Group is permitted. 
Occasionally a child may have an individual intolerance to a food item. 
When suspected, the food should be eliminated. 

1. There are no restrictions placed on reasonable quantities of sweet foods, 
which are important to most children. To avoid artificial colours and 
flavours it is usually necessary to prepare them at home. e.g. cakes, 
biscuits, puddings, lollies, ice cream. 

8. The diet must be adhered to 10ct;. It is important to remember that often a 
single bite or a single drink can cause an undesired response which can 
persevere for 72 hours or more. An infraction on Sunday and then again on 
Wednesday can keep the child in a persistant state of disturbed behaviour 
throughout the week. 

9. On the average a good response will be observed within seven to twentyone 
days. In some children the favourable response will be noted as early as 
the first week, but sometimes as late as seven weeks. 

10. Most permitted foods are readily available. Do not waste time antl money 
searching for food items that are not really necessary. 

TESTING TOLERAJlCE LEVELS : 

1. After 4 - 6 weeks check with your Dietitian thai your child is ready 
to reintroduce the natural salicylates, and/or try out some foods 
previously excluded. 

2. Adhere to the diet very carefully before trying the new food. This will 
help to avoid the situation where you are not sure which food produced a 
deterioration of behaviour. 

3. ~est reactions to food occur fairly quickly (within 4 hours) but sometimes 
a "build-up" occurs. Then the reaction may n<'t be noticeable until 4 - 5 
days, or even longer, have elapsed. Again this emphasises the importance 
of trying only one new food at a time. 
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!::': J.. .. ·::~L:~J, ~ ::; Ol\ POAS P 

TOIW~ BUT r ,:c, SPr·.BADS 

HOIH:·iAD3 Vi':CUABLC: SOuP 
(NZBC F237) 

or CH!!:AP. SOUP 
(NZBC P237) 

CH2:SE ON TOAST 
J.'!<Ulr F (1;-t, LIC:r 

WI:i)i8ri SC!LU !'281 (:ciJ.:Ot:DS) 
HASHED POTATO 

CAR OTS AND CHE.SSE or OlliON or PAf.SLEY SAUCE 
(!.3llC P224) -

B2ANS 

HOHE:1ADE ICECPEAH. (P78-80 .. NZBC) 
BU rr2 CRffiir.Jl (P2I8 NZBC) 

3. 

CE?.EALS FRON LIST 
and/or J·:INCE ON TOAST TOASTED SAliD'IiiCHSS 

(:;:Be PI57 mnr WORCESPER SAUCE) 
TOAST BUrrER SPRRADS ££. CREAHED C0!1ll 0 TOAST 

GRILLED OF< EAKBD •;HOPS 
MASHED POTAro 

1·;ASH:O:D S ... W2 PEAS 

FiiUI r F: OJ.\ LI:JT 

SPJ:;A;.;C::D HALF HOu; PUDJL:; (c:IJ;.;c;:D:>) 
££. F"UI~ sro::c;:; (usrr:: r. c'Ir r:-c;: Lrsr) ( :D:·:C.:::Js) 

2. 

4. 

:3'7Eo.Ei.J FJlU:' ~u:: LIS~ YOS!lU;, ~ ,.·:,o,.: Ll :.,":' 
CSREALS E,C:·: LI::; r 

or POAC:Hi::.D E::'; c: ~.AS':' 
TOASI' BUr:;:; SP EADS 

f'CA:: P l:U :' ,'1."'> :;~ .·.E.1.JS 

B£2}' Of~ HOGGE r A1ID v EGS I' ABLE CASSE?.OLi:: 
(NZBC PI5I-I56 ) 

BAKED POTATO IN JACKET 
CABBACC 

RA~' FR;Jir f'I(OM LIST 
OY" STE",.,'BD J<'l:Un AND SOFP CUS rAP.D 
- (JIZK' PI02) 

CSREP~S F·OM LIST 

TOAST BU~:i? SP~2ADS 

PIZZA (;,..:;:JPE) 

££. FILLED F.OLLS 

fRUir F:,Ol·: LIST 

ns.q AND CH1PS - BOUCH; o;: HC•:.:.:::;!&.: 
COLESLA'ii !JO?.ENAD:': D::E:-.:SLG 

(NZ2C P2Il-214) 

C r:AI·:Y ;,JC.:C PUDDI;;c (N::>: P7~) 
£!.: SPAlOS.'i CTEA!'. (i:ZBC PI37J 

·.:I 'rl Fl\UJ r r : >1 LIS~ 

~ 
~ 

;::::! 
0... 
1-'· 
X 

l:;1::! 
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7. 

STi!.oiD FRUIT i" OM LIST 

CEREALS ~'ROM LIST 

TOAST BUTTER SPREADS 

HOM:::M.ADC: SOUP (NZBC F237) 
ec; C>.BAM OF PUi.Pr.ni (F 239) 

HOT POLLS 

f):UIT fROM LIST . 

MEAT LOAF (NZBC PI43 OM+T BACON) 
BAKED POTATO IN JACKET 

CAR. OTS III I'!:! ONION; CHEBSt; OR PARSLEY SAUC;<; 
(NZBS P224-225) 

SILV ERB&.'T 

PIN&APPLE UPSIDE PUDDING 
(NzBc PB9 o.:r·r c;J.e::Jm:s) 

CREAM 

HOMr;MADE MUESLI (RZCIPE) 

TOAST BUI'TE!l SPREADS 

PANCAKES (NZBC P92) 
or EDHO!IDS 

1/I~SAVOURY FILLING(EDMONDS) 
or ASPARAGUS SPEARS AND 

CHEESE SAUCE (NZBC P224) 
H0!1DlADE BISCUITS 

FrtUIT FROM LIST 

!'.OAST '!.:::1\P HOMlliADE GllAVY 
ROASf POTArO ROAST Plli·!PKIN 

CAULH'LOWBH 

'.HUll.', ".B c;r I SP ( NZB: PI 29) 
SOJ-'7 CUSrA:-.D (NZBC PI02) 

£!:. C:-'ACh:::''S F?mi LIS r CHBO:SE 

6. 

8. 

~;J..f:A':O,, I r:Jl;:;:C::;E 
!lOlLED EGGS -Us:: WHOLf~>:EAL MA';A; 10NI (NZBC P73) 

£!:. C<lLD 11.iA rLOAF 

TOASf BUTPE:: Sl'PEADS 
SALAD AND H0:1:1·lADJo: D!'!.•!S.~INC 

(NZb: P2Il-2I~) 

I ' 

BE;<;F OLIVES (NZBC PI52) 
sr E.;.Mi;D 0 R BOIL ED POTATO 

COPJI BRUSSEL SPROUTS 

?.All' FRUIT FROX LIST 
£!: DRIED FIGS, DATES 

PRUir F'HO!-; LISr 

STEWED F! UIT FROM LIST 
COLD !1EAT (BOAS~) 

SALAD OR COLESLA'w 
CEREAL FROM LIST 

TOAST BUrrER SPREADS 

HOHE!1ADE DRESSING (NZBC P2II-2I4) 

BREAD BUrrER SPRE:~3 
BRAN MUFFINS (NZBC P36) 

FISFl PIE WITH MASHED POrATO TOPPING 
(NZBC PI75) 

CARROT HIXED VEGErABLES £!: P£AS 

HOME:'1ADE ICECREA.'; (NZBC P78-80) 
RHUBAI:B OR PI:i21J'PLE 



9. 

II. 

POACI!J::D OR SC'RA.'!BLED 
EGGS Oll TOAST 

':'OAS r BU1' rt:H !::PE3/,DS 

Ho.:r.::cJJ sour (NZl:iG P237) 
or Lr.:JI riL SOUP ( J;;Ji'/JNDS) 
or SCC~CH BJ•OI'"rl (r;u.;o;w:;) 

r·:~~:~SE OH TOA:::;·r 

Fr.TJI l' r':to:.; LIST 

GP.ILLED S r2AK ec; F:Ul·:P, POP.To;nHOTJSE 
PARSLi:.'Y bUP~iORBALLS (NZBC P226) 

Crl!PS or NASrli:D POrAl'O 
COF~i Oil COB COLESLAW 

i!O/mADE D::ESSIHG (NZBC P2II-2I4) 

FP.UI1' :r;o:; LIST 

C!illEAL Ffi OM LIST 

BANANA CAKE (HZBC P53) 

COJm F:liTTt:::lS (NZBC PII9) 

£.!: CO!Ui SOUFFLE (NZBC PI07) 

EP3AD BUrrill! SPREADS 

BE:.:F 0~. HOGJ.;;IT CASSC:::lOLre 
(J;znc PI52-I54) 

F?.Uir FROt·l LIST 

BA.:-:.CD POTATO I:! JA:K:.:r £I P.I:r: 
BAK.C:D PTJ~·;pr:I:: SILV :OJWIL~ 

FA.2~r:;J-:.::.:s l·iOr;t: ;.:J . .V:~::.: S"!LlJl) 

(;::::E2 P92 or Eil:O!iDS A!:D ::zb .' P2I9) 

10. 

12. 

ll0t•it:1ADE MEUSLI (RECIPE) 
TOAS :'t:D SA~~DA'I CHr:;:) 

HO:·it:·iADB i'l SC:TJI r £.!: 

TOAST BU 1'l'I'.'?. SP::i:.:.WS 
llAJI/J\A CAl\ B 

r1:UI1' F:W:•: LI Sc 

SrEAK & Y.ID~EY FE or IHHCE PIE 
(NZBC PI90 or PI9·1) U::;..; Ho;.;;:;:.;t.D'::C.'. ;: .1 AS DI!l.EC1'ED lli hi:CIPE 

DOILt;;; PO£APO 
CA.'1f.OTS CAULIF'LO'o'i:::·. AJD CH;o;:;sr; SAUCE (NZBC P224) 

!:HullA..iB FOOL (NZBC PI29) 
£.!:. BAJ;ANA CUSTA..'W (PI02) 

sr;;:.t,;·lED FISH PAnSLEY SAUCE C!lEA11 SOUP (NZBC P237) 

(NZBC P225) !GLBA TAOSr (ICE::: P23I) 

TOAST BUTTER ~PREADS 
TOAST BUTrEP. SPP.EADS 

FP.UIT FROr·: LIST 

HA:·:BU:\G::: S:. BOUG!lr 0!_. HO::Ei·:.ADE 
(EHsur;s NO sAuc.:; o:~ SALAD 9"sssr;:c r;; HoucH r oJ;;:;s) 

USE HO:.:S!·:.:..!l.:: D':E::;:;r::G (:lZBC P2II-2I4) 
Ci:IFS BOUGH:' 0? l!o:-;,~:1ADS 

.£.: PIZ:cA (P.SCIPE) 
~:cL~s:.~·.~· Ho::::.::..o~ n::.-;ssn;c 

F:.~ll ~ ?:~o: LIS~ 
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r;;. 

sr_W@ FRUIT F!lO!~ LIST 

CE'IEAL /1:011 LIST 

1\i:.'LSH IlA' c::,r r 01. JIJAsr 
(HZ!JS 1'101) 

TOASr hUITUl SPf~EADS .£!. CAULifLOWER CHK•:ss 

DArB SCONES (NZBC P33) 

ROASr i·iEAT HO~Il.'!•lADE GRAVY 
ROASr POTATO or EOASr h.'U;.;.,;:.o.A 

ROASP PARSNIP PEAS 

1~ANA & PINt:APPLE JELLY (NZBC PI33) 
CREAM 

}'!:~CH o:•:EL£'1' £! 

BOILED EGGS 

rGASr2D SANDWICHES 

HO!·:E!·!ADE BISCUITS 

TOAS r BU PP::R SP!-:EADS FRUIT Fn0i1 LISr 

SAVU"JliY }'ISH SPEAKS ( ED!I.Oc!:JS) 
.£!. GRILLED or BAKSD FISB 

MASHED POrATO 
~~AS!L':D S.IEDS PEAS 

PilW.PPLE PA::cJJ-:£S (E!:X:o::Ds) 

14. 

I6. 

H01·lr2·lADi:: 1-IUr;::;LJ (: .;CIPE) 

POASr BUT r:::::1 srr~i::ADS 

.'OJ.D J:OA::;:· ;.:,;~;:• 

HS,; r!WC ~ 
SALAD or Cc:.::::>LAH 

:!O::.f~·l/.DE D!·:ESJING (:;z::c P2J I-214) 
HO;.;,;.:AD' !JISCUI::':; or CA!:i:: 

Y:?UI r F. or·: usr 

Lt::l PIL SOUP (E!t·10NDS) 
CHICKi'.::i or PO!'X CllOW NEIN (RECIPE) 

!i:lODL:.'S or PICE 

Ci:li::i:.:C:i:.: C?.A ~i:E!cS t1W!·i LISr 

STi"ti:O:D FRUI r FF.G:'l LIST 

CE!'SAL FRO:.! LIST 

!:OLLS BUri'E", SPllEADS 

}'RUI r F'::Oi·l LIST 

, 
COP~ or CHSESE SOUFLE~ 

l"NZBC PIC9) 

£! SC?.A.~IBLED EGGS ON roAS:' 

IRISH sr.-..W (ED;10JWS) 
DU::PLINGS 

Ck\'OrS CAJBAGE 

ERUIT FRO:·: LIST 

C?.ACr:C:P.S }':'C':·: LIS r CHE.OSS 



n. 

19. 

SAVOUhY 1-liNC::: ON TOASr 
(NZBC PI57) 

OY.IT WORCEST~ SAUCE 

l'OAS: BUrrER SPREADS 

HO/>lE.':AD6 SOUP 
eg SCOrcH Bo\OTH (EDMONDS) 

ROLLS BUT r<.'R 

HO:.:.C::1ADS BISCUl rs 

FRUIT F!W:·: LIST 

}'hlEiJ C11UJ.lll2D CU'I'LliTS (NZBC PI47) 
!·:ASH2D POTATO 

PU":PY.ll\ CAULIFLOWER CHS~E 

HOHE:1AD2 ICECi.EA!1 (NZBC P78) 
.2.1: SPANISH C~IEAJ1 (NZBC PI37) 

FRUIT FROl·l LIST 

SCRA:':ELED or POACHE:D 
;;ccs ON TOAST 

TOAST BUTTErt SPREADS 

FILLED ROLLS 
er; corrAGE CHE2SE, BE~~ROOT 

CEL;;RY, COLESLAW or 
LErrucE HO:·iEI'J,DO: D!'ESSIHG 

(NZBC P2II-2I4) 

H0:·18HADE BISCUirS 

Ff\Uir f'ROi·i LIST 

FISH All D CHIPS EO UGH;· Oil Ho;.:E:t;J.DE 

Ho:-:::;·lADE rc;;:;;>E/J'> (liZBC P?l!-80) 

BUrr:.:.c.:.:nu::c:H (NZBC P2I8) 

IS. 

20. 

STEWED FRUir FRO;.: LIST 
TOASrC:D SA!lD'iiiCH~;s 

CEIIEAL. FROJ1 LIST 

CP.Ul1PErS BU rrE'1 SPREADS 

B3:0' OLIV£S (.1~"~ PI52) 
it.ASHi':D OP. BOILED PDrAl'OES 

NIXED V 2GE:'ABLES 

er; CHE;;s:; & ora oN, 
CH-ESE & PI;I!::AJ'PLE, 
CHEC:SE & CO!:il 

PIKEL!o.~S 

DOUGHNUTS (NZBC: PII?) CREAM 

HOHE!'!ADE MEUSLI ( LECIPE) CHEt:s:;; AC::J C02N PJE 

and/or YOGHUF.T FRO!·; LIST 
or V A:liAriO!l (NZ2C PI82 (!iO::' HAlt.) 

DATE SCONES (NZBC P33) 
TOAST BUrl'2R SPF.~ADS 

FRUIT FROi·: ·LIST 

ROAST !·!EAT HO:·;z!·:AD2 GRAVY 
;,OAS r PO r;_co !.OAST PID!PKIN 

E;.;)~'\S 

:·:AT;S}',;.;!:;LLO',; :rc:;c;,; (llZI!C PI36) 
so:- r c:Js~A .. !l (::zB'~ rro2) 



21. 

23. 

SAVOUJ:Y :1l!;CE Oli T'OAST 
(NZBC PI57) 

OMI r \iORCJ::STER SAUCE 

COLI.; ;~C;AST MEAT 

RAW CAJ:'<Or '.'OL:;SLAW CELERY 

HO:t,~·:ADE D!li::SSI!IG 
(liZBC P2II-2I4) 

ROLL Y:WIT FRO:.; LIST 

GRILLED POflli .QL !·:IDLOlN CHOPS 
PINEAJ-'PLE Ril:GS 

HASHJ::D POTATO o::- CtiiPS 
PEAS and/or COLESLA'>I' or SALAD 

H:Jl(~!ADS DRESSI:IG '(IIZBC P2II-2I4) 

BU ~i',~RSCOTCJJ FICE PUDDihG (NZBC P74) 
.QL BAJ\!J.:A CAKE (i:ZBC P53) 

BOILED 0:1 SC:RAl'JlLED 
EGGS ON TOASr 

'rOAST BU~l'En. SPEEADS 

Ho:-:.;:.rADE SOUP 
eg VEG;';fABLE SO:'P (ED:~ONDS) 

USE JlACo:; FRO.'! LIST 

F:OLLS 02 TOAST 

?~:UI .' LO:·: LIST 

.-:::.GLOAF - O:·:I r BACON (NZB::' PIO) 
BROwN SAUCE (;;znc P220) 

BCILED PO~ATO or POrAJO III JACK-":' II'If:i so·."· c-::::;·1 
CA!.:.O !'S CABB.~G;:; 

Fr>U; ·r r'FO,·: Ll S ,' 
or CHEI·:s;:; A:: D CRAC, .. ;: S ' C· : L' •' 

22. 

24. 

r'RUIT Pw:-: LIS'!' 

f:Ef1.EAL FRO!: LJ ST 

TOAS r BU ti'i'< SPR':.UJS 

t'l:::ii K:c:JCEHE:c (lCB~ f•17G) 
.QL C!:EAXSD }'ISH (o:· VEIA~I:J;:) 
(NZBC PI74 SEE !lll: :•s 1 ;..;;n 7) 

( DO NOr USS l'llE JUICJ:: OF :L1it:D tlSH) 

ll0/18-lADE CA.'{i:: OR B:.::~; ~3 

P.'IIC:D ~'IE:Ni::!l SCllliiTZEL (J::Di·:OtiDS) 
~LASn.::D POTATO 

:CJ?J\ 0:1 flU COB· COLBSLA\1 
Ho:;zr:ADC: DRt:SSillG (1\ZBC P2JI-2I4) 

T'tiREE QUAJHE!: HOU:~ PUDDING (EDi·:ORDS) 
CP.EAI1 

.QL P.HUBAJ.E CRISP (;;zBC PI29) ·CREAl'! 

FRUIT r'RC:: LIS.' COLD MEA :'LOAF 

CE11EAL F:".O.~ liS'i' SALAD Oil COL;.;su.• 

TOAS r BUr:':::'. SP ~ EADS HOXE!>:ADE DRESsn;G 

HOHu:ADE -CAKE O!l BIS::UI :'S 

S rEAl< AllD KIDllt."Y PIE (NZBC PI90) 
US:O HO:(::J·:ADS P.!.ST:iY AS DiiiBC n:D 

:.:A:.:H.:D POfi\fu 
PLT:·:J·KIJ: SIL\ c. b:.': ;T 

,;·;~ rt.:\S:O fCii l'A? IOCA (HZBC P73) 
or T!.JIOCA ::f·.:OA:-: (liZ!T P75) 



25. 

27. 

GF.ILLSD OR sr:::M::O:D FISH CORN ON THE COB 

PAHSLC.'Y bU ~P!0 1 'hALLS BREAD BUTTER SPP.EADS 

l'OAS r BU!'?i:: SPL2ADS }'HUH FROM LIST 

BOILED Cc: J.\JASJ' HU r l'ON/HOGGE'l' 
ONION SAUCE (NZBC P225) OR HC;m.:ADE G;:AVY 

BOIL.::D 0?. ROASJ' POTAro 
HARV A.;D BLJ' (tiZBC P25I/222) 

P "r 
_._~ ..... 

!tHlJBA.P.B "!'A?.l' (NZBC PI88) CREAM 
or HO:Ol.El·\AD.:: CUS1'A:lD SQUA!IES (EIT10NDS) 

USE HO:.:EI-I.ADE FASrRY AND PURE VANILLA ESSENCE 

S"!'gwED F!'Uir FF:m: LIST 

CEnEALS F:iO:·! LIST 

ROLLS BUJ'Tiill spc:EADS 

0!>\ELBJ'S or SCRA.':.BLED 
EGGS 

BEE AD BU r-rE;; SPREADS 

BAilANA BRAN HUr'/INS 
(NZBC P36) 

CriLL.::D PO:i.:'E HOUS..: SPEAK or I':IDLOll\ CHOPS 
PA:\Si,IT BU:':'..':c.EALLS or HG:'.iZADS :H!H SAUC:O 

(NZBC F226) (NZBC P22I) 
!:AS:Oi:.: PO ~A :'0 OJHW RI!;CS 

UY.E:J V :::Gc: P /uL2S 

C..i ••.. S~2A':.; (llZBC 140) 

(cc::.:'AI:;s Ls:.::::) -US:': n·.~. :"Li::'l. ,\ PAL~L: S DJG:::S:'IV!•: EIS::.JJ ~S i-'C'I c.'.S::: 

or He;.::::::!.::: rc::::: . ..;A:-1 (ll::ll~' r?S-80) 
b8 :-:~:::;:or:H :;:_r:_:: or CAI;A.'\C:L SAUC~ (::ziO.; !'216) 

26. 

28. 

HC>:r~·:A!JC: ''iCU::JLJ (i:ECIP!:) POTATO CLO:.,U,;r:-;,;::; (;.::Be PI16) 
or VAHArJo;, 

and /or YO :JJUJ.J' }'!lOV. LIST or COLD ,.::Jr:.'ON/IIOCCET 
COLE:::LAW OH SALAD 

'!'OAS:' Btir'ri':: SPREADS EC:·:~AD;:; D~;:;s::;r::c (NZB~ P2II-2I 4) 
i·.OLLS or n:.o:AD !JU r o,;•: 

YRUI r l''HGi·: LIS'r 

B!Lr A:;D VE~:c;r.t.BLo; Srr.. .. (:;zB'C PI54) 

T:JCE CAJJilJ..Si: 

P/,VLOVA \-iiril FLEW l LE or PASSIQl;?liUir 

(NZBC PliO) 

S:'EWED i':lUI r FRO:; LIS1' 

CE?;r:ALS mo:·:· LIS'I' 

C2E.Afl. 

:'OAS:l';:;D SAJW.iiCHES 

ee CHE2SE AlW ONION 
CHEESE AND CORN 

YOG~r FROM LIST ,IF DESIRED 

tiO~Z·;ADE CAKE OR BISCUITS 

COWii SH PAS ITES ( zo:-:o:-JDS) 
,:USH!loo;.; SAUCE (:;zs::; P220) 

liOIL:::D 0:\ I·;AS.'i:::! POTATO 
CA.Hh'OTS PL.~S 

PANCAKES (}iZBC P92) or (E:::-:c::Ds) 
::ocY. 1-Lt.PL!': SLUF (:.:B: P2I9) 

or GCLD::N SYLUJ' ,;:,J c::.:.A.. 

• 



29. 

3I. 

::CUJ·:HLJ;;lJ 0> POACHSD 
JJO;.;J;;,.J,DI> SOU? 

''GGS 011 TuAST 
eg C ;wt, SOUP (!;zw; P237) 

I'OAS r SPhEADS 

I'OAST BUr firt SPHB/,DS 
nur r F'ROi·: u::::r 

llOf·lt:·iliD.:J CAKE 0 BISCUI ~S · 

GRILUD T:IB OR l·:IDLOIN CHOPS 
E: O't!N SAUCE (NZBC P220) 

:.:ASH ED POTA I'02S (COO!, iXJ'H.A If' 1-L~KING No. 30 LIGHT l'£AL) 

OMEL::'!' 

COHN SILVE~:BSET 

HOT·:.'l:ADC: ICC:CHEA,'; (NZBC P78-80) 
FhUI r SALAD FRo:.; ,·1lUJ'fS ON LISr 

o:- BU:':CwCRm;cH (NZBC P2I8) 

FILLJD ROLLS 
eg COrTAGE· CHE~SE 

TOAST BUTrE?. SFR~DS 
BE:' i'ROO r C .:.:1:::::. Y 
"HA'~BOILED EGG SALAD 

HO;·:EHADB D:l.~SSING (r;;:3:; P2II-2I4) 

FRUIT }1l0i·: LI s·T 

i·lEATLOAF or FTtOSr;.';D l·:EATLOAF' (NZBC PI43) 
o:-.0:.1\ SAUCE (l;zBC P220) 
dSilSD POfAI'O CARROTS 

B:C:Ju'iS 

.:lAKJ;;D BAJ\;~;:,s CP.BAH 
£.2:: ::.AW t'i.UI r t'!cO:·: LIST 

30. 

32. 

iiO,m;ADr; ;1.:.'USLI (HBr:IPrJ) PO:'ATO CAL!C-C; (J:::;;r; !'260) 

o:., rorAro P~;D Cil!·:":s;o ru:rs 

CH:·:,,s;:; SAUCE (NZEC P22t.) 

HlU l P t1lO~: LIS'!' 

and/or YOGHURr }'HO>: LISr 

IRISH STEW (NZBC PI57) or HARICOT MUTTON (NZBC PI56) 
BAKt:D PU:·:PKIN 

L. CC:OLI OR CABBAGE 

!lliUBARB LATriCE PIE (NZBC PI88-I89) S2t: HINP 2 
USE liOJE'·~~DE PAS"'HY AS DIRECrt:D 

CEREALS F'R011 LIST 

I'OAST BUTTE? SPP.EADS 

SO}';' ~'USfPccD (NZBC PI02) 

CREA:•: OF V2GErABLE SOUF 
(NZBC P237) 

or VARIATION 

CHEES2 ON I'OAS1' 

HO:•IE!<LADE CAKE: Oil BISCFI ~S 

GRILLSD port( c,'Oi'S 0'~ Ci!ICKLN PIECES 
G!.IlJ.SD Pit\EAPFlE RINGS 

·~4S:i:C) FOrA cOio:S 
COH;; c:: SOB St! ~t'i;; PEAS 

SPA2iiS:' C' ;:;,-,:.; (!17.BC: PI38) 



35. 

;; f;Oii!::D J<'RUI1' !'11011 LIST 

:'0 AS r lJU r I' r.'R SP ~ .EA DS 

S/,\0!1. Y HINCE 0:1 fJASr 
(NZBC PI 57 o;.n r 1/0'.CC:SrJ:.:ll S/,'JCi:;) 

T'OASf SPiit;ADS 

HO:Oil::i•!ADE biSCUITS 0 SCOH.-;s 

ROASf i·;~T HOi·k:HADE GHAVY 
ROAST POTATO ROAST PUl·iPKIN 

b~USSELS SPROUfS OR LE~S 

C!\A':t:r.:: 3 FROX LIST CHEESi:: 

l!Ol·iE:·lADE ~iEUSLI (RSCIPE) 

and/or YOGHURT FTlO~! LIS r 

MOCK \·.'HITEBAIT FRI rTETCS (i<;n;:ONDS) 

.£1: SAVOURY POTATO ROLLS (EDl10NDS) 
(USING .AHY LEFTOVER l·iEAT) 

BREAD SPREADS 

!JA!:ANA GAKr.: (i:Zb•: P53) 

B 1 ~AIS.::D C:IOPS A,'JD PiliMPPLC: (N:ollC PI52) 
BOIL;<;D PO'fAfOES O:: HIC8 

PUMPKIN PE!_S 

CI!88SE CRACK:,1iS }''01·1 LI::J'l' 

36. 

:;:u-.:rJL: :.;•: J 1 r; 
POA';J!ioD o: lJOILr;D EGGS -USl!;G ~vL;; 1.r~/'-;~ :•:~:;:.: ;~v .. ;:-~ 

n.,~AlJ ::p; C.:A~S 
TOAST i~Ul'TEil SPI!EADS 

r ::ur ~ "' o:·: LI sr 

I ' 

llOUGd r 0: J!Ol<8.:.ADE r'RI ED FISH 
JlQ;.;::;;:ADE TAR rAYlE SAUC<:; (IIZllC P222) 

HASHED POfATO or BOUGHT OH llO::;,:.:ADi.l CHIPS 
SALAD Oli COLESLA'x HO:·:Er·lADZ Df.i;S3II\C (llZBC P2II-2I4) 

Y:,ESH r'RUir FJ:O:·l LIST 

SAVOU!':Y IHNC8 ON TOAST BAKED CHt;r;sr; FO:JDU;'; (HZB~ PI08) 
(l;Z!JC PI57 OMIT W01cCZSTE:l SAUCE) 

BREAD s:c;:8ADS 

TOAST BUr rE' SPHADS HOMEi<JADE BISCUI rs on CAY.E 

}'leU IT fRO:·\ LIS r 

GRILLED Crli :KE!i PI8::ES 
.BRO'tnl SAUC6 (NZBC P220) 

!·:.ASHE:D PO rA ro OJ\ CHIPS 
COJ:ii ON COB 3ALAD OP. COL8SLA'il 

l!O:!c;:·JADE D!c,C:SSING (NZllC P2II-2I4) 

;:rc.:; 0!: SAGO PUDDIN::: (ED::or;Ds) 
2I_ HO:i;,;:.!AD:,; J Ct;~!\EA.'~ (hZEC P?S-eo) 

iJ!Jrr,.;c.scor::Ji 0!1 CA!<A:.:::;r, s.;!.fCE (NZ!JC P2I6) 



37. 

39. 

S;'£',.'SD YLUI1' YRO:'. LISP 
flZZA PIE (RSCIPE) 

CEREALS Y?.O.'~ LIS'!' 

I'OASI' ilU~ PE". SE.:::.'.DS 
.92: HAI1l3Uf!C,;i.S - EOUGnr OE HO:·:t:,AD;:; 

( •;Ht;::;,: lW :D>IA fO SAUSL 01, SALAD 
D!iB::;SING rr; BOUCH r O.>l,S) 

'"li:llt:::. SCHJII1'ZEL (ED .. iONDS) 
OH CHILLED POJU\ ChOPS 

J:l'IOW:< SAUCE ( NZBC P220) 
Pil.'::APPLS ;,INGS ~\AS!lBD POPATO CAHilOTS 

~!~UI'I' FRO:·! LIS1' 

S I'EA.'ED fi S:i t~:D 

P&.SLt.'Y s.wc;; 
(NZBC P225) 

LESKS 

i·J':!UBA.'lB SPONGJ:: ( ED>lONDS) 
SOH CUSPMlD (HZiJC PI02) 

VEGEI'ABLE SOUP 
(ED;·IONDS OR NZBC P237) 

CHOUNNS (NZBC P23I) 

1'0AS1' SPREADS 

FRUI r FROM LIST 

S :'.:.:AK AiiD 1\IDili':Y o:. NINCE PIE 
(l:Zi.i2 PI90 0'; PI9~ Us.; HO!·;C:·lAD8 PASI':;Y AS DIU:c~;:;o) 

::A::>lldJ POTA 1'0 C~l':A!t:r;D COR~l 

CAio£AG::: Oh BROCCOLI 

CRACK t:,i:S r"lOi: Ll S r C'iJ::r:SE 

38. 

40. 

:.::!1A.VBLED 0! POA~H::;D 

C:GGS Orl fOAST 
.'OA~ ~·;t~D ~AI~ n·.n :-=ifi:::J 
ec Cnr~"··~~ A I D CO! I:; 

Ciit:::s,; Al;D o;,Jo:; 
C:-iC::.:Sr~ A;~JJ pJ!;J~AI·f L:: 

:'OASi' iJ'li'c'J·:~ SPi:.,ADS 
llC:-: ~-:A9.:.: CftJ:i C: 1il;:"':ll1 ~ 

BE:.F OLIVES (;lZbC PI52) 
BOILED POrAro,;s Ptr.·:PY.IN 

SILV E".BS~'I' 

tT:'Jir }'!lO:·i LISr 

F>;UJ r }';·,;.:LIST 

SrE'dED FRUIT FP.Oi'! LIST i1ACAJ'ONI :Iit::O:J;<; (XZ~" F73) 
USI!iG ~'>lOL::.::•lt:AL ;.;ACA~C.: I 

CE"EALS i'!',Of.i LIST 

FOAS ~ ; lt:A r :OQ •. ;:::..iADC.: GHAH 

! OAS~ F;.; rA .:02S 
~:Asr ,:u .. ~~:..A 01~ Y~t.·:s 

•.'A' :~o:·s l::':U::SC:LS SF:.OU ;,S 

l'OASr SPi-.C:ADS 

t: UI r FRO.·J. LISr 

PINSAPFL2 C'iH'Fu:; Pli: (:;z:~c: l'I3'JJ (x: .. "t,];;s L~·.c:;) 
u:;~~ li1LrLt-;Y C.:. P/.L>>-. ... 2 :J!~:::;"JVr; blS-;U. n~~ 1' .... bAS::; 
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Appendix C. 
THE K-P DIET 

Aim: 

To develop an oatmeal cookie, using as a basis, "Jea's 

Cookies" from the original K-P Diet, that may be 

tolerated by children unable to assimilate salicylate 

containing, artificial food colourings, without displaying 

adverse behavioural effects. 

Introduction: 

The experimental cookie used will contain the artificial 

food colouring "Tartrazine" at a level of 1.2 mg per 

cookie. The resulting colour is that of a very definite 

yellow. To obtain the desired experimental conditions, 

it is necessary therefore, to develop a placebo cookie 

containing no such salicylate, yet appearing identical 

in terms of colour, flavour and texture (interior and 

exterior), to the consumer. 

This effect was gained by substituting Saffron for the 

experimental Tartrazine. 

Obtained from a retail outlet in Dunedin, this Saffron 

was a prepared mix of 99.9% Tumeric and 0.01% true 

Saffron. Both ingredients were considered suitable by 

the original K-P Diet guide. 

EXPERIMENTAL: JEA'S COOKIES (Basic Recipe) 

250g butter 
250g white sugar 
250g brown sugar 
2 eggs 
5 ml vanilla essence 
250g flour 
2.5g baking soda 
5g baking powder 
1.25g salt 
200g oatmeal 
100g cornflakes (kelloggs, crushed) 

(This basic recipe makes 
150 biscuits) 
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All experimental work was carried out using 1/2 x this 
basic recipe, thus: 

1/2 x basic Jea's Cookies Recipe: 

125g butter 
125g white sugar 
125g brown sugar 
1 egg 
2.5 ml vanilla essence 
125g flour 
1.25g baking soda 
2.5g baking powder 
.63g salt 
100g oatmeal 
50g cornflakes (Kelloggs, crushed) 

Procedure: TARTRAZINE BISCUITS 

( 1. Put into the small bowl of a Sunbeam Mixer, 125g butter 
and 125g white sugar. Beat this for two (2) minutes to 
initiate the creaming process, at speed 2. 

2. Add to this 62.5g of the brown sugar, i.e., half of the 
125g measure. Beat two minutes at speed 2, then add 
the remaining 125g. 

3. Scrape the bowl and beaters, then beat for a further 10 
minutes, scraping the bowl periodically, at speed 9. 

4. At this point the mixture should be of a "creamy" 
consistency. -Make a hollow in the mixture with the 
back of a metal tablespoon, and into it carefully pour 
2.2ml of the prepared Tartrazine solution. (see 
overleaf, page 4). 

5. "Cover" the tartrazine with the egg (slightly beaten 
with a fork). Beat well for ten (10) minutes at speed 
5; scraping the bowl periodically. 

6. Add 2.5ml Gregg's vanilla essence; beat one (1) minute 
at speed 5. 

7. Sift together the following dry ingredients: flour, 
baking powder, baking soda and salt. Divide this dry 
mixture in half. 
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-8. Add one half of the above dry ingredients to the 

mixture in the bowl; beat at speed 2 until thoroughly 

mixed. 

Divide the measures of both the oatmeal and cornflakes 

in half, adding one half of each to the existing 

mixture. Mix well. 

10. Add the remaining half of dry ingredients - flour, 

baking soda, baking powder and salt. Mix in well, 

continuing at speed 2. 

11. Add the remaining halves of oatmeal and cornflakes. 

Mix for a final two minutes at speed 2. 

12. Place on a greased baking tray in one (1) measuring 

teaspoon lots. Flatten slightly with a wet fork and 

bake for 13 minutes at 175° celcius. 

13. Cool on a wire rack. (This 1/2 x recipe makes 75 
biscuits) 

PLACEBO BISCUITS: 

Basic Jea's Cookies recipe was followed as in experi-

mental Tartrazine cookies, substituting saffron for the 

Tartrazine. Saffron was added in measures of 0.5g after 

the egg was thoroughly mixed, until a colour comparable 

to that of the uncooked Tartrazine, was reached. The 

total amount added was 1.5g. 
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TARTRAZINE CONCENTRATION CALCULATION 

Require a concentration of 1.2mg of tartrazine per biscuit. 

Therefore, 150 biscuits x 1.2mg per biscuit = 180mg total. 

A 4% Tartrazine solution = 4g/100ml = 40g/1000ml 

= 40mg/ml 

Hence x mls of 4% solution = 180mg/40mg per ml 4.5 mls. 

NO DILUTIONS ARE REQUIRED -Just 4.5 mls of 4% solution. 

TESTS FOR KEEPING QUALITIES OF BISCUITS ON STORAGE 

Fifteen (15) ~amples of each of the (i) experimental -

Tartrazine biscuits, and (ii) placebo - Saffron biscuits, 

were, after cooling at room temperature for three hours, 

subjected to two differing methods of stor~ge:-

1. An airtight container, similar to that of "Tupperware". 

2. Freezer storage. Samples were evaluated after a period 

of thr~e weeks and five days. 

Observations made included a rather noticeable 'leaching' 

of colour additive from both the airtight container and 

freezer stored Saffron samples. Tartrazine samples were 

unaffected in terms of colour, in both methods of storage. 

Textures of all four samples were comparable, and of a very 

high standard .. 

As a result of this leaching two further batches of 

biscuits were developed adding one tablespoon of Carob 

Powder to each batch. This effectively masked the 

tartrazine colour and did not leach in any way as a 

result of storage. 



Appendix D. 

1. Picky anq finicky; will not eat enough; overweight.· 

2. Restless; nightmares; awakens at night; cannot fall 
asleep. 

3. Afraid of new situations; afraid of people; afraid of 
being alone; worries about illness and death. 

4. Gets stiff and rigid; twitches, jerks, etc; shakes. 

5. Stuttering; hard to understand. ' ' 

6. Bed-wetting; runs to bathroom constantly. 

7. Soiling self; holds back bowel movements. 

8. Headaches; stomach aches; vomiting; aches and pains; 
loose bowels. 

9. Sucks thumb; bites or picks nails; chews on clothes, 
blanket, or others; picks at things such as hair, cloth
ing etc. 

10. Does not act his age; cries easily; want~ help on things 
he should do alone; clings to parents or other adults. 

11. Keeps anger to himself; lets himself get pushed around 
by other children. 

11. Bullying; bragging and boasting; sassy to grown-ups. 

13. Shy; afraid they don't like him; feelings easily hurt; 
has no friends. 

14. Feels cheated; mean; fights constantly. 

15. Hits or kicks other children; wants to run things; 
picks on other children. 

16. Can't keep still; always into things; fails to finish 
things he starts. 

17. Stands there screaming; throws himself around; throws 
and breaks things; pouts and sulks. 

18. Plays with own sex organs; involved in sex play with 
others. 

19, Isn't learning; doesn't like to go to school; is 
afraid to go to school; truancy; won't obey school rules. 

?0. Denies having done wrong; blames others for his mistakes; 
tells stories which did not happen. 

~1. Steals from parents; steals at school; steals from 
stores and other places. 

?1. Trouble with the police. 

13. Fire-setting. 

24. Everything must be just so; things must be done same 
way every time; sets too high goals. 
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::00: ::1:: :;to: ::;).;: 

,.,, ::1:: :~: ::3.·: 

:c: ::1:: :~: ::3:: 

:;)c. ::1:. :~: ::3.:: 

:<): ::1:: :~:: :;3:: 

:0.: ::1:: :~: ::3.: 

:t:>.: ::1:: :of:: ::3.: 

:;Cr: ::1:: :~: :;3: 

:Co: ::1:: :;t:: ::3: 

:0:: ::1:: :;t:: :;3.: 

:Co: ::1:. :2:: :;3: 

:C.: .:1:: ::2 ::3: 

:o.: ::1:: :~:: ::3:: 

:0.: ::1:: :~: ::3: 

:;:>: ::1:: ::%:: :;3: 

:j)c: ::1:: :~: ::3.: 

GROUP PARTKJPATK)N 

22. l~o111r1 h.imWI:If from other 
children 

~3. 1-.ppe<m to b. '-""'<Upl<d 
by 11'"'-'P 

24. Apf><on to b. ..,,;~y 1.<1 
2.5. No u.·nw of foir ploy 

26 /,pf><on lo loc< loo<lo"'-ip 

27. t>c-.e-j nol ~ ok~ ~ 
oppot.ile Will 

19. l~"'~.O:l c:ther children or 

odiv1lfcl 

Al~:iUOE T0\1/ARD ;II.UfHORITY 

31. Pt-ft~.Jnf 

33. Shy 

35. E••cuivc dc:mondi for 
lc:o-:htn ottentic•n 

37. Anxi:1·n lo pl.cto'4 

38. Unccop1!1roh.,.. 
------------,------------------------__JL-3_?_. -"-"-'-" :un<,., problem 0. Co<uld•ri"'9 'f'O\X totolt&CChing GXfXl~ with childnrn of tha OQer, h.;,·"~' mv<h of o proble-m n n. ctVJd ot this lil"ne 1 

•1, Wh.o1 ch.o"ll"' h.o .. !""' ob~ '" lhl c~kj """' tf-.o flort ol tho nvdy? (Omrl thi, ilem at the iniltal rol!ltp} 
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DAILY TALLY SHEET . Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun Comments. 
AGGRESSION 

REFUSAL 

SLEEP BED TIME 
F~LL ASLEEP 
AWOKE 

' I 
i 

DISTU~·BANCES 

I ' 
Please comrlete the Parent Questionnair on the evening of ______________________ ___ 
DEI<' IN I l'IOHS; 

(a) AGGSt~SSION. Incidents of' (b) REFUSAL. Defined as any verbal (c) 
refusal on the part of the chilo physical assault on others, 

involving hitting, ·scratching 
kicking, biting, or throwing 
thincs or the use of any 
instrument to cause physical 
harm to others. 

An incident to be recorded: 
(VNoticed by parent. 
(2)Terminati~c either by itself 

or by verbal or physical 
intervention by others. 

RECO :1DirJG TI11ES: 

to comply with a parental 
demand or request. A single 
incident being determined by 
the single presentation of the 
demand o t request. 

Also: Any statement that 
would indicate that he was 
not going to comply within 
the following five minutes. 

SLEEP 
B~DTI. :s. Note the time 
at which the child goes 
to bed. 
FELL ASLEEP. Note the 
time, to nearest half 
hour at which the child 
fell asleep. 
.AWOKE. Note the time 
at which the child awoke. 
DISTURBANCES. Note the 
number of times that the 
child awoke during the 
night disturbing the 
parents. 
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DATE: 

Breakfast Lunch Tea Comments 
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7.00 Date: ------------------
Observer: -------
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DATA COLLECTION SHEET 

TOTAL TIME 

TIME BEGAN 

TIME END 
§ 

2/34 

~ATE: l E:SSON: 

AI·JYERS BAY SCHOOL .... 
~ITJECrTwO -~ 

1 .. OS 

:>. AG 

Out of Seat:- Not having bottom on the 
seat, portion of the chair, desk, bench 
or carpet. 
Frequency - recorded~ the bleep' 
Physical Aggression:- Hits, slaps, swipes, 
V.icks, bites or scratches directed towards 
others. 
Frequency - recorded durJng the 10 second 

period. 
3. OT On Task - subje~t looking at the relevant 

assigned task stimulus including all 
periods not interrupted by a minimum of 
6 seconds of not looking. · 
Recorded duration on stop watch. 
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